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From the Journal Editor –  
Nicola Martin

Thank you to Professor Ian Smythe for developing this special edition of The Journal of Inclusive Practice in Further 
and Higher Education. The theme was chosen because increasingly NADP is developing an international profile and 
looking beyond issues of narrow and immediate relevance to a UK audience. Professor Smythe has an international 
reputation as both an academic and a practitioner focussing on the requirements of neurodiverse students, 
specifically concentrating on dyslexia, second languages and technology. His expertise is of immense value to the 
organisation and Ian has been a friend of NADP for many years. 

Concerns of the small but growing number of NADP international members reflect considerations which span 
beyond for example immediate deliberations about the practicalities of the administration of UK Disabled Student 
Allowance. In parts of the majority world disability equality in post school education is far removed from the realities 
of the everyday lives of disabled people. NADP aims to promote the development of mutually beneficial international 
networks of disability practitioners and disabled students. A special interest group within the membership is working 
on promoting equality for international disabled students studying within UK institutions. The collaborative ethos of the 
organisation has no boarders and international collaboration is emerging in a small way. Thank you to Ian, and all the 
contributors who have brought together a collection of articles and highlighted resources which will raise awareness 
and stimulate debate about some broader international concerns.

Guest Editorial

When Nicki Martin, Chair of NADP, invited me to be guest editor on this journal, I accepted with my usual 
enthusiasm, but without a clear focus on the contents. We discussed alternative cohesive themes, noting in particular 
my rather narrow focus of dyslexia even though it was rooted in an international rather than parochial context. 
However, we realised that provided it was not exclusively about dyslexia, and remembering that often what is good for 
the dyslexic individual is good for all, we would have a cohesive Journal, with plenty for everybody.

I am delighted therefore to have contributions to this journal from some of the best and most informed international 
researchers and practitioners in the business, starting with Prof John Everatt, reviewing research in “Dyslexia in adult 
students with English as an additional language.” Support, as well as standards of support, in post-�6 education are 
not uniform across the world of the dyslexic individual. This is discussed by Dr Nicki Martin in ‘Progressing disability 
equality in further and higher education in the majority world. Could NADP help?’

The subject of “Text to speech software for the multilingual users” was the inspiration of my co-author, Dr Miglena 
Molhova, and international expert on software productivity as well as a lecturer in intellectual property rights in 
Bulgaria. It attempts to put the ad hoc decisions made in software selection into a (sadly lacking) more informed 
framework.

There are three article that look at support in different language (and cultural) context, each offering insight through 
their own specific systems. Margaret Meehan review the special UK situation in Wales in “Welsh, Bilingualism and 
Dyslexia”, while Gad Elbeheri and John Everatt provide a background to “Supporting students in Arabic”. Following on 
from a highly successful EU funded project, Dr Mirela Duranoviæ and colleagues discuss “Identification and support 
for dyslexic students in Higher Education in Bosnia and Herzegovina”. And finally, just to round off this Special Edition, I 
have included a list of quality resources that are useful for dyslexic adults at university for whom English is not the first 
language.

However, I have made two special requests. Firstly, that an electronic copy is made available, for people to use with 
their text-to-speech software. Secondly, I have asked for free copies to be sent to colleagues around the world. I am 
glad to say both were agreed to. Thanks Nicki!

I hope you enjoy the contributions.

Professor Ian Smythe 
School of Education, University of Wales, Newport.
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Dyslexia in adult students with English as an additional language

Professor John Everatt, 
School of Literacies and Arts in Education, College of Education, University of Canterbury

email: john.everatt@canterbury.ac.nz

Overview

In this paper, work will be discussed comparing adults in tertiary education settings who have English as an 
additional language with those who have dyslexia. The aim of the work reported was to inform the assessment, and 
hence support, of those with dyslexia. The paper starts with a brief introduction to dyslexia in adults; focusing on the 
more consistent characteristics of adult dyslexia that have been identified by research. This is followed by a discussion 
of dyslexia assessment measures, particularly those that offer the potential to distinguish individuals with dyslexia from 
those with English as an additional language (EAL). The argument presented suggests that evidence of underlying 
phonological deficits in addition to literacy weaknesses should help distinguish such groups, though measures need 
to be appropriate (linguistically and culturally) for the groups/individuals being assessed. A further section covers work 
on intervention and support by considering procedures that have been argued as appropriate for use with adults with 
dyslexia. Data will be reported which suggest that optimal literacy-related support procedures may vary across those 
students with EAL versus those with dyslexia. A final section considers the issue of EAL students with dyslexia and 
how the findings reported may lead to appropriate practice in tertiary education settings.

Dyslexia in adults

Although developmental dyslexia (dyslexia for short) is considered most often in terms of its effects in childhood, 
children with dyslexia grow up into adults with dyslexia and, therefore, the effects of dyslexia in adulthood require 
consideration, particularly in adult education settings. The main defining characteristic of dyslexia is difficulties in 
acquiring word-level literacy (reading and spelling), which again is most often associated with learning in childhood. 
However, dyslexia-related weaknesses in reading and spelling can been found throughout development and into 
adulthood (Bruck, �990; Hanley, �997; Patton & Polloway, �996) and similar educational problems that a child with 
dyslexia may experience in primary or secondary education are likely to be experienced by the same individual if 
they go on to tertiary education (Beaton, McDougall & Singleton, �997). For example, poor word spelling seems to 
be a feature of dyslexia in adulthood as well as children (Miles, �99�). However, the precise manifestation of literacy 
difficulties in adulthood may be different from those found in children. Whereas some individuals with dyslexia 
continue to perform poorly on tests of word reading throughout their life, a large number of adults with dyslexia, 
particularly those in continuing education, score reasonable well on such measures suggesting that they may have 
overcome some of the problems with reading accuracy that they showed in childhood (Miles, �99�). These same 
individuals, though, may show deficits in reading speed (i.e., fluency of reading) or lack confidence in literacy tasks 
(see Brooks, Everatt & Fidler, �00�; McLoughlin, Fitzgibbon & Young, �99�).

Varied word-level weaknesses also may lead to variations in the ability to comprehension text. Those with continued 
poor reading accuracy are likely to show comprehension weaknesses due to poor word recognition, whereas those 
with reasonable accuracy scores, but poor fluency, may show good comprehension levels in some texts but struggle 
when ease and speed of basic reading processes are vital (Lesaux, Pearson & Siegel, �006; Simmons & Singleton, 
�000). Research also suggests that, on average, individuals with dyslexia present evidence of relatively larger than 
expected effects of word meaning (Nation & Snowling, �998). In adulthood, those with reasonable accuracy levels 
may compensate for poor word decoding skills by determining the gist of a text, allowing them to infer the meaning of 
words with which they are struggling. If given enough time (Lesaux et al, �006) to use such context-based strategies, 
this may well lead to reading comprehension levels commensurate with their non-dyslexic peers (Bruck, �990; Elbro, 
Nielsen & Petersen, �99�; Jackson & Doelinger, �00�). This semantic-based reading strategy may not be the most 
efficient way of processing text (see also Stanovich, �980); however, it may be sufficient in many cases, particularly 
when ease and speed of reading do not pose problems.

Although there are alternative causal explanations for dyslexia-related literacy acquisition problems, the dominant 
causal hypothesis argues that these derive from problems processing sounds within words, or a phonological 
processing deficit (see discussions and evidence in: Bradley & Bryant, �98�; Gillon, �00�; Goswami & Bryant, �990; 
Ramus, Rosen, Dakin, Day, Castellote, White & Frith, �00�; Snowling, �000; Stanovich, �988; Vellutino, �987). This 
deficit in childhood is hypothesized to lead to problems with decoding letter sequences, thereby creating difficulties 
with literacy at the word level and literacy acquisition in general. Consistent with this interpretation, intervention 
programmes that relate phonological processing to literacy learning provide the most comprehensive evidence for 
positive outcome (see also Hatcher, Hulme & Ellis, �99�; Torgesen, �00�). Hence recognising sounds within words 
(what is the initial sound in ‘dog’, ‘/d/’) and decoding unfamiliar letter strings (naming ‘sploog’) are found to be weaker 
amongst those with than those without dyslexia. Consistent with dyslexia being a life-long condition, this phonological 
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weakness can be found amongst adults with a diagnosis of dyslexia (Beaton et al, �997; Elbro et al, �99�; Felton, 
Naylor & Wood, �990; Pennington, Van Orden, Smith, Green, & Haith, �990). A child with phonological processing 
problems, and without appropriate intervention, will become dependent on less efficient strategies for decoding, such 
as trying to remember salient visual features within a word (shape or unusual letter), which will become less reliable as 
the number of words increase, or resorting to using context to support decoding, or remaining reliant on experienced 
others to support literacy. This will lead to the slower, less efficient literacy skills that have been found to characterize 
dyslexia in adulthood.

In addition, the consequences of dyslexia may become more apparent with age and, therefore, may show greater 
effects among adolescents and adults. For example, word-level literacy weaknesses are likely to lead to less 
engagement with text. Vocabulary acquired through experience of language other than through day-to-day verbal 
discourse, thus, would be lower for the individual with dyslexia than their average reading peers (see Stanovich, �986) 
– and such barriers to the acquisition of language skills may be a particular problem for adult assessment procedures 
that rely on intelligence scales incorporating these skills (see discussions in Nicolson & Siegel, �996). Similarly, as 
literacy becomes vital for accessing the wider curriculum, initial word-level weaknesses may developed into poor 
results in many, or all, areas of education leading to low qualifications and poor employment prospects (Boles & 
Brown, �00�; Miles, �99�; Vogel & Adelman, �000). Poor educational experience also may be associated with adverse 
emotional or behavioural consequences that can accompany learning problems and which can further increase the 
likelihood of poor outcome in education (Humphrey, �00�; Miles & Varma, �99�; Riddick, Sterling, Farmer, & Morgan, 
�999). 

Therefore, in terms of the primary characteristics that may be associated with adult dyslexia, particularly amongst 
those in tertiary education contexts, continued word-level reading problems are more likely in fluency than accuracy. 
These will be accompanied, most likely, by poor spelling and weaknesses in phonological processing. Although 
general reading comprehension levels may be within the normal range for many, slow reading may be related to some 
specific deficits, particularly when the individual, or processing system, is stressed (e.g., under time-limited tests). 
Similarly, language skills, particularly those related to word knowledge, may be lower than expected, and some adults 
may show evidence of emotional/behavioural problems related to poor educational experience. Figure � presents 
the average performance across a range of measures of some �00 adult students with dyslexia studying in tertiary 
education institutions. The average performance of these individuals on each task is indicated by the diamond 
points. The profile is presented in terms of z-scores to provide visual comparisons against expected performance. 
On this graph, the zero line can be inferred as the average level of performance of typical adults, with scores below 
this line indicating that the average performance of the group with dyslexia was worse than expected. The vertical 
axis indicates the number of standard deviations (calculated from scores produced by the typical adults) that the 
adults with dyslexia differed from expected levels on each of the measures presented on the horizontal axis. Note 
the characteristic features in the literacy measures (reading and spelling) and the phonological skills (awareness, 
fluent naming and verbal memory), but also in the measures that might be considered consequences, such as word 
knowledge and emotion (anxiety and self-esteem). The final feature that should be noted is that dyslexia does not 
necessarily lead to poor performance in all tasks. On average, these adults with dyslexia performed as well as we 
would expect any typical group of adult tertiary level students without dyslexia to perform on measures of reasoning 
and creativity.

Figure 1. Profile of a group of adult tertiary education students with dyslexia 

Key: RdAcc = text reading accuracy;  
RdSpeed = text reading speed; 
RdComp = text reading comprehension; 
Spelling = word spelling; 
NonWrd = non-word reading; 
Phono = awareness of sounds within spoken words; 
RapNam = rapid naming of familiar objects; 
VerbMem = verbal memory for sequences of digits; 
WrdKnow = word knowledge/meanings; 
VerbReas = verbal reasoning/similarities of verbal 
concepts; 
NonVerb = non-verbal reasoning/recognising 
patterns in abstract forms; 
NovCreat = novel/creative uses of thing or solutions 
to problems; 
Anxiety = scores on an anxiety questionnaire; 
Self-Est = scores on a self-esteem questionnaire

Assessment

One reason for studying these characteristics is that they can inform procedures to identify those with dyslexia. For 
example, tests of phonological processing/decoding skills can support the identification of literacy weaknesses due 
to underlying dyslexia-related processing problems (for a discussion of non-word decoding measures, see Rack, 
Snowling & Olson, �99�, and Snowling, Stothard & McLean, �996, while for measures of phonological processing 
that focus on spoken forms, see examples in Frederickson, Frith & Reason, �997, and Wagner, Torgesen & Rashotte, 
�999) and the evidence discussed above suggests that these continue into adulthood. However, consistent with the 
need to discriminate within a more mature population, the few screening tools that have been developed specifically to 
assess dyslexia in adults, typically, use more complex forms of measures used in child-based tests (see discussions 
in Harrison, Edwards & Parker, �008; Nichols, McLeod, Holder & McLeod, �009; Singleton, �999; Weeks, Everatt & 
Brooks, �006; Wolff & Lundberg, �00�): basically, the tools need to be appropriate for the group to be assessed. One 
of the reasons for focusing on these phonological measures in the present discussion is that they have been found 
to distinguish literacy levels amongst children learning to read and write in their second language (see, for example, 
Durgunoglu, Nagy & Hancin-Bhatt, �99�; Frederickson, & Frith, �998; Guron & Lundberg, �00�; Hutchinson, Whiteley, 
Smith & Connors, �00�; Jongejan, Verhoeven & Siegel, �007; Lesaux, Rupp & Siegel, �007). Additionally, they have 
been found to distinguish those with dyslexia from other adult groups that may show evidence of weak literacy skills, 
such as those with English as an additional language. For example, work reported by Everatt and colleagues (see 
Everatt, Smythe, Ocampo, & Veii, �00�; Everatt, Ocampo, Veii, Nenopoulou, Smythe, Al-Mannai & Elbeheri, �0�0) 
compared three different groups of adult college-level students studying for degree-level qualifications in the medium 
of English. Groups comprised those with English as a first language without dyslexia (nE�L) and those with English 
as a first language with dyslexia (dE�L), and a group of students with English as an additional language (EAL). All 
of the students tested were educationally successful in terms of gaining qualifications appropriate for entry into UK 
Higher Education institutions. None reported missing large amounts of compulsory education and none described 
problems indicative of gross sensory, neurological or psychological problems. Students with dyslexia were receiving 
learning support that could only be accessed following documentation of a learning disability assessed by a qualified 
Educational Psychologist or equivalent. Interviews confirmed the literacy acquisition problems experienced by these 
individuals during schooling, as well as an assessment of dyslexia. The EAL and nE�L groups were studying at the 
same institutions as the students with dyslexia and indicated no evidence of special educational needs.  In contrast 
to reports from the nE�L and dE�L groups, the EAL students had learnt English as an additional language to their 
home language.  These questions also asked the EAL students to indicate how long (in years) they had been using 
English: the majority had been using English for several years prior to testing and had experienced at least one year of 
tertiary education in English.  This information was used to allow comparisons of those had been speaking English for 
different periods of time; i.e., to determine the influence of English language experience (see, Cummins, �98�).

Figure 2. Scores of groups of adult tertiary education students on measures of single word reading, text reading 
comprehension and word spelling
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Data reported in Everatt et al (�00�) indicated that such EAL adults produced scores on literacy measures that 
were, on average, equivalent to that of students who had been assessed as having dyslexia (i.e., the dE�L group). It is 
only as the EAL students gain experience of English usage (see figure �) that they start to be distinguishable from the 
dE�L group on the literacy measures.  In contrast, when such groups were tested on measures involving phonological 
processing skills, the EAL group outperformed the dE�L group and achieved scores similar to those of the nE�L group 
on most measures (see figures � and �).

Figure 3. Scores of groups of adult tertiary education students on measures of phonological awareness and 
phonological (verbal) memory

Figure 4. Scores of groups of adult tertiary education students on measures of non-word decoding fluency and 
rapid naming speeds

The non-word reading task required the individual to determine the pronunciation, based on English orthographic 
correspondences, of an unfamiliar letter string (SPLAB), thereby assessing the ability to decode words via letter-sound 
associations. Measures of phonological awareness referred to the ability to recognise sounds within words (recognise 
that ‘quick’ and ‘kite’ have the same initial sound; performing a Spoonerisms task fluently following practice, which 
involves responding ‘JING KON’ to ‘KING JOHN’ for example). Rapid naming, involved naming as quickly as possible 
line drawings of familiar objects or digits, which is related to the fluent accessing of phonological forms. Verbal short-
term memory required the individual to repeat verbally presented series of digits of increasing lengths or multisyllabic 
non-words, thereby assessing the ability to retain random sequences of phonological items. Non-word reading and 
rapid naming were timed measures (figure �), whereas measures of phonological awareness and verbal memory 
were based on the number of items correct (figure �). In each of these measures, except rapid naming, the average 
performance of the EAL group was more similar to that of the nE�L group than the dE�L group. Hence, although 
literacy measures may not support the identification of specific literacy deficits among EAL students when second 
language experience/proficiency is low, such poor literacy levels in conjunction with poor phonological skill may 
provide a means to develop assessment procedures that can be used to distinguish those with dyslexia in English 
from those with English language inexperience.

However, the general conclusion derived from the data presented by Everatt et al (�00�) needs to be treated with 
caution and may depend crucially on the measure or measures of phonological processing used. For example, 
in tasks that required the student to name line drawings of familiar objects as quickly as possible, EAL students 
performed at speeds more consistent with those of the dE�L group. The same results can be found when the task 
requires the naming of digits, or when objects with highly familiar versus less familiar English names (high frequency 
versus low frequency names) are used, which suggests that this effect is not simply due to the material to be named. 
The poor performance of the EAL group on the rapid naming test might be indicative of low levels of English language 
experience or less ‘automatic’ access to English words. These rapid naming findings suggest that not all measures 
involving phonological processing will distinguish between those with dyslexia and those who have learned English 
as an additional language arguing for the need for further work to determine the precise measures to use in an 
assessment tool designed to distinguish different causes of literacy difficulties.

The same caution may be required when considering the use of phonological awareness and phonological 
decoding measures. For example, Everatt et al (�0�0) reported data using alliteration and rhyme fluency tasks to 
contrast the phonological abilities of EAL students from a Greek-language/cultural background with UK-background 
dE�L and nE�L peers (see figure �). In the case of the alliteration task, the EAL group tested performed at a higher 
level than the dE�L individuals. However, when the task required rhyming, the EAL students performed at a level 
much worse than both nE�L and dE�L groups.  Although rhyme tasks are often used to distinguish those with specific 
literacy deficits, they may depend on the background (cultural) experiences of the student tested.

Figure 5. Scores of groups of adult tertiary education students on measures of alliteration and rhyme fluency
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Figure 6. Scores of groups of adult tertiary education students on measures of non-word decoding (a 
pseudohomophone task) and phonological (verbal digit span) memory.

Further data contrasting decoding skills and auditory memory of EAL students from different language/cultural 
backgrounds with dE�L and nE�L students (see figure 6) indicate that distinguishing between these groups requires 
more systematic (including appropriate normative) data. For example, EAL students from an Arabic speaking/literacy 
background could not be distinguished from dE�L students when decoding measures were used, but could when 
a phonological memory measure was the focus on the assessment. These results are similar to findings for the 
influence on performance of different language/literacy backgrounds amongst second language children (see Geva 
& Siegel, �000). (See also discussions in: Bialystok, �00�; Lipka & Siegel, �007; Loizou & Stuart, �00�.) Overall, 
these data argue that phonological measures hold the promise to distinguish dyslexia-related literacy problems from 
those due to low levels of language exposure; however, further research is needed to support the development of 
procedures that can be used reliably with different EAL groups.

Intervention and support

For adults, text understanding is the most important aspect of reading. Adults are rarely required to read out loud 
and accuracy may be a problem only when it interferes with comprehension. Therefore, strategies to support reading 
among adults with dyslexia, particularly those studying for further education qualifications, may need to focus on 
supporting comprehension as much as decoding so that the adult can recognise the benefits. Many adults with 
dyslexia seem to use the strategy of slowing reading (and re-reading text), probably to allow context to support 
decoding and further increase understanding. Therefore, extra time in time-limited assessments seems an appropriate 
accommodation (see Singleton, �999). Also, in addition to providing ways to improve word-level literacy (Guyer 
& Sabatino, �998), strategies that support comprehension skills, through employing meta-cognitive approaches 
to understand text (e.g., asking questions about text, highlighting key words, etc) may be particularly useful (see 
Gregg & Banerjee, �009). In work investigating the optimal procedures to support adult students with dyslexia in 
their understanding and reporting of written text, Fidler & Everatt (submitted) found that meta-cognitive training (i.e., 
thinking about the theme of text, asking ones-self questions about content, making notes of important points, making 
mind-maps comprised of key-concepts) produced better improvements than methods that focused on decoding 
words in text and conditions where the text was read to the student. Hence, interventions tailored to the needs of the 
individual may provide optimal outcome.

Given that spelling may be more of a problem than reading for many adults with dyslexia, supporting writing 
strategies through appropriate intervention that, in a similar way to reading, may combine word-level learning 
strategies with more general study skills approaches (see Du Pre, Gilroy, & Miles, �007), or by involving technology 
to overcome limitations (see examples in Draffan, �008, and Smythe, �0�0), may be better for adults than basic 
literacy classes. Furthermore, improving access to, as well as independence in, reading and writing should increase 
literacy interaction, which will improve fluency and reduce the negative language consequences (such as restricted 
vocabulary levels) of poor literacy experience (Stanovich, �986). Negative emotional/behavioural consequences 
can be a barrier to successful intervention, and it may be necessary to incorporate techniques for overcoming 
the negative emotional/behavioural consequences of poor educational experiences in addition to providing adult 
literacy programmes. Therefore, the methods employed to support literacy may need to vary between childhood and 
adulthood, and may need to be determined based on the skills and weaknesses of the adult.

As mentioned above, additional language weaknesses may be overcome, to some extent, by increased literacy 
experience that should follow improvements in reading and writing practices. Clearly, improvements in word 
knowledge will support also those with English as an additional language. Therefore, not only will there be some 
commonalities between EAL students and those with dyslexia in terms of literacy problems, there may be similarities 
in the ways in which we can support these groups of students (see O’Connor, Bocian, Beebe-Frankenberger & 
Linklater, �0�0). However, such similarities should not be considered as arguing for placing both adults with dyslexia 
and EAL students in the same language classes; at least not without research showing the efficacy of such support 
procedures. Although language classes can be useful for many students with language-related weaknesses, the 
specific areas of skill and need of these groups may make them less effective and lead to high drop-out rates. For 
example, in ongoing work investigating the usefulness of support procedures for adults students, students with 
a history of dyslexia and poor word decoding skills were compared with those from an EAL background with no 
evidence of literacy learning difficulties. Literacy levels (reading comprehension and written summary tasks similar 
to those used in Fidler & Everatt, submitted) were assessed prior to and following interventions that either targeted 
word decoding skills or aimed to improved vocabulary. Data from a pilot sample of five students indicated that the 
support aimed at improving word decoding skills were, on average, more effective for the three students with dyslexia, 
whereas the vocabulary-focused support was more effective for two EAL students (see figures 7 and 8). These 
data are the preliminary findings from an ongoing larger study but are consistent with work indicating that training in 
phonological decoding skills can improve literacy levels amongst individuals with dyslexia (Gillon, �00�) and that oral 
language interventions can support the growth in vocabulary skills that can lead to gains in reading (see Bowyer-
Crane, Snowling, Duff, Fieldsend, Carroll, Miles, Götz & Hulme, �008; Clarke, Snowling, Truelove & Hulme, �0�0). 
Clearly, both types of intervention (or an appropriate combination of both) may be effective; however, an emphasis on 
improving word decoding may be more useful for those with decoding problems, rather than for ESL students who 
can decode effectively, whereas focusing on vocabulary training should show benefits more in those with weak than 
good language skills.

Figure 7. Combined scores on reading and writing tasks of students with dyslexia or English as an additional 
language before and following word decoding intervention
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Figure 8. Combined scores on reading and writing tasks of students with dyslexia or English as an additional 
language before and following vocabulary-based intervention

EAL students with dyslexia

The above evidence argues for the potential to separate adult students with dyslexia and those with English as 
an additional language with careful and appropriate assessment procedures; although further research is needed 
to inform these procedures. In addition, the data argue for the optimal literacy support/intervention to vary across 
these two groups of students; though again, further research is necessary. Given that these two conclusions are 
supported by further research, the level of independence between dyslexia and EAL might lead to a simple addition 
of the characteristics related to the two in EAL students with dyslexia; i.e., an EAL adult with dyslexia might show 
language weaknesses due to low levels of experience together with evidence of phonological processing deficits. 
As an example, slow naming speeds that seem to be characteristic of EAL adults may combine with dyslexia-related 
deficits to make fluency a particular problem for many EAL dyslexic students. However, a simple combination model 
should not be assumed without confirmatory data. One reason for this is that the manifestation of dyslexia may 
vary with the features of the language or orthography first experienced (Smythe & Everatt, �00�) even if underlying 
phonological skills are predictive of literacy levels across languages (see discussions in Smythe, Everatt, Al-Menaye, 
He, Capellini, Gyarmathy & Siegel, �008, and Ziegler et al, �0�0 – see also Siegel, �009). For example, learning a 
more regular orthography (i.e., one with a more consistent relationship between letters and sounds) may lead to 
better decoding skills than when learning a less regular orthography, and this may support decoding in a second 
orthography (see Morfidi, van der Leij, de Jong, Scheltinga & Bekebrede, �007), which may in turn lead to fewer 
or different literacy problems across groups of EAL students with dyslexia. Additionally, although dyslexia may be 
due to the same cause across different languages, the way it influences literacy learning may vary across different 
educational experiences. For example, some learning experiences may reduce the impact of dyslexia on literacy 
learning (such as early phonological-based training, paired with decoding skills: see Gillon, �00�). Potentially, this will 
lead to a different influence on literacy acquisition in an additional language compared to an alternative (less effective) 
learning experience. Similarly, the level of negative consequences experienced by older individuals with dyslexia 
may vary due to different social/cultural values; if educational attainment is undervalued or learning problems are 
considered something to hide, for example (see discussions in: Burden & Burdett, �007; Hettinger, �98�; Smythe, 
Everatt & Salter, �00�). Therefore, the specific way in which dyslexia shows itself within different groups of EAL 
students may vary. However, given the assumption that a phonological deficit is the most likely cause of the majority 
of non-environmental, cognitive-based, literacy difficulties that might be encountered in tertiary education, the same 
measures of phonological processing that distinguished dyslexia from EAL discussed above should be useful tools in 
the identification of EAL students with dyslexia if appropriately applied and carefully interpreted (see also Harrison & 
Krol, �007).

Figure 9. Profiles of two EAL students with a previous assessment of dyslexia and reported evidence of literacy 
learning difficulties

Key: RdComp = text reading comprehension; Spelling = word spelling; NonWrd = non-word reading; RapNam 
= rapid naming of familiar items; VerbMem = verbal memory for sequences of digits; Vocab = vocabulary score; 
NonVerb = non-verbal reasoning/recognising patterns in abstract forms

For example, figure 9 represents profiles of two EAL students with a background of literacy learning difficulties 
and an assessment of dyslexia (these individuals were part of the same work reported in the Everatt et al studies 
discussed above). Both individuals reported assessments of dyslexia in their first language and were receiving 
dyslexia-related educational support. The first (EAL� in figure 9) self-reported three years of English language 
experience whereas the second (EAL�) reported over ten years. The scores of the two cases on the vocabulary 
scale suggest that as English language experience increases, so scores on English language assessment scales 
increase (consistent with the views discussed above; see Cummins, �98�). This is mirrored by scores on the reading 
comprehension measure, consistent with English language proficiency supporting English literacy development and 
with adult students with dyslexia potentially showing good levels of reading comprehension. However, consistent with 
an assessment of dyslexia, both individuals show weak spelling, as well as evidence for phonological processing/
decoding deficits. 

Conclusion

The findings discussed in this paper argue for the need for more research into learning difficulties, such as dyslexia, 
amongst those learning to read and write in an additional language. Such additional research targeted at adult groups 
studying at tertiary education level in a language other than their mother tongue would be most welcome. Based on 
the overview of research presented in this paper, it is argued that the identification of underlying characteristics of adult 
dyslexia, as well as appropriate assessment tools, should provide the basis on which to support students with dyslexia 
even if they come from an English as an additional language background. The data suggest that dyslexia in adults is 
related to continued weaknesses in literacy, particularly in spelling and reading fluency, though comprehension may 
suffer under certain conditions (e.g., when reading is time limited). These literacy weaknesses occur despite learning 
experiences that lead to good literacy levels in most other individuals, and weak literacy continues to be accompanied 
by poor performance in tasks involving phonological processing. However, abilities in non-literacy-related areas are 
likely to be as good as those found amongst adults without dyslexia. Data also suggest that these characteristics, 
particularly low literacy plus poor phonological processing, have the potential to distinguish students with dyslexia 
from those with weak language skills; though the measures used to assess phonological processing need to take 
account of linguistic and cultural influences to ensure that the assessment process is appropriate for the groups 
targeted. The findings also argue for differences in outcome when support procedures target the area of difficulty 
experienced by those with dyslexia or low language experience. Basically, identification of the underlying cause of 
literacy problems should inform strategies for the best way to improve reading and writing skills, even amongst adults 
(see also Brooks & Everatt, �009). Strategies that focus on word decoding are more appropriate for students with 
dyslexia than those with English as an additional language, whereas strategies that target vocabulary improvement 
may be particularly useful for those with weak language skills. Both groups may show benefits from strategies to 
support comprehension; however, it is likely that for adults with dyslexia and those working in an additional language, 
word decoding and vocabulary levels respectively will need to reach some sufficient level of functioning before reliable 
gains are found through the teaching of comprehension (meta-cognitive) strategies. Again, research that investigates 
the optimal process of identification linked to support would be highly valuable. Overall, such work should provide the 
basis on which to develop appropriate procedures that allow adult students with dyslexia to gain the most from their 
studies at tertiary level, whether they are working within their first or an additional language.
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Abstract

The National Association of Disability Practitioners (NADP) is in the early stages of discussing the potential role of 
the organisation in furthering disability equality in the majority world, with a focus on post compulsory education. This 
paper unpacks a few emerging themes and starts to consider whether there might be a way forward.

The question

NADP in the UK has started to develop policies around social responsibility and therefore has cautiously posed the 
following question. ‘’As concerned citizens of the world, what can an organisation like NADP do to promote disability 
equality in post compulsory education in the majority world?’’

Background information and terminology

The term ‘majority world’ is used in preference to third world, developing counties and similar in that the descriptor 
acknowledges that this is where the vast majority of the world population live. (Grech �009). Minority world logically 
refers to the parts of the globe inhabited by the minority of humankind. The majority of the world’s wealth is 
concentrated in the minority world and the impact of globalisation and a history of colonialisation of majority world 
countries by the minority world has done much to maintain this position. (Grech �009, Priestley �00�).  Eighty percent 
of disabled people inhabit the majority world. A vast body of literature articulates a relationship between disability, 
poverty, poor health care, the effects of preventable disease, and war. (Beresford �996, Beresford and Holden �000, 
Grech �009, Katsui �00�, Priestley �00�, Yeo and Moore �00�) Women and girls are particularly vulnerable and often 
subject to multiple indices of oppression. (Groce �997).

A narrow definition of the majority world which is entirely geographically based is problematic in terms of NADP’s 
discussion about promoting disability equality. Ignoring inequality which may apply in areas outside the global 
south, and be orientated around economic criteria, potentially discriminates against people located, for example 
in disadvantaged parts of Eastern Europe. Delineation of wealth and poverty do not operate exclusively around 
geography, and levels of wealth per citizen are obviously not consistent within countries. India and China, for example, 
both emerging Super Powers, have massive discrepancies in wealth within their vast populations (Davies et al �007). 
The assumption that membership of the EU is a guarantee of disability equality is clearly also erroneous. The example 
of institutionalisation of people with learning difficulties and mental health issues and the use of caged beds in the 
Czech Republic is a stark reminder (Krosnar �00�). The social safety nets which are part of life for some citizens are 
way beyond the experience of others, and this contention does not operate purely along a majority-minority world 
geographical divide (Krosnar �00�, Phillips �009, and Van Ginneken �00�). Obama’s proposed health care reforms in 
the USA have brought into sharp focus the experience of economically disadvantages citizens of currently the world’s 
latest super power (Stephen �0�0).

A key lever may prove over time to be ‘The United Nations Convention on the Rights of Person’s with Disabilities’ 
(�007) which spans majority-minority world boundaries, having been ratified by a growing number of countries from 
across this imprecisely drawn divide. International benchmarks for the human rights of disabled people are set out 
within the convention and governments are tasked with the responsibility of progressing these. Education is inevitably 
identified, with an inevitable emphasis on schools, and a focus on inclusion within community provision. Ratification 
requires a nation to furnish the UN with an action plan which aims to further disability equality. Active involvement 
of disabled people in implementation, monitoring and reporting is a key principle. In June �009 the UK ratified the 
convention (later than many majority world countries). July �0�� is the deadline for Britain’s first progress report. 

The Millennium Development Goals (MDG’s) may also prove to be useful over time in that they identify universal 
primary education as a development target (www.un.org/disabilities). Disabled children are, in the main, excluded from 
education in the majority world, as are the rural poor. Girls are particularly vulnerable to exclusion from the education 
system therefore disabled girls are least likely to be attending school. (Priestley �00�). Secondary schooling, a pre-
cursor to post compulsory education, is clearly out of reach for many global citizens without impairments. Those with 
impairments face additional hurdles, especially when poverty and being female are added to the equation. 

Discussion points which follow indicate that the narrow focus of NADP is on the promotion of disability equality 
in post compulsory education. The author questions whether any sort of role in the majority world within these 
parameters is possible particularly in places where the proportion of disabled students accessing secondary 
schooling is tiny. Disability equality in post compulsory education is clearly a long term aspiration given that the 

MDG’s identify universal primary education as aspirational in some parts of the world in �0�0. Those unable to access 
schooling past primary are by definition marginalized and excluded by factors including poverty, gender and disability. 
NADP could risk a little ‘mission shift’ and embrace the notion that ‘post compulsory education’ starts earlier in some 
places, but this is arguably unrealistic. 

What is The National Association of Disability Practitioners (NADP)?

NADP is a minority world based organisation of disability practitioners operating mainly in UK universities. (The 
focus of this paper is on presenting NADP as an example of such a body rather than suggesting that it is unique in 
the world). Membership comprises mainly of (disabled and non-disabled) staff working with disabled students in 
post compulsory education and aspiring to promote inclusive practice within this arena. Roles include for example: 
Disability Services Managers, support staff such as note takers and mentors, suppliers of assistive technology, 
assessors for the UK Disabled Student Allowance and equality advisors. Researchers and academics in Critical 
Disability Studies, who also have a disabled student facing role, also form part of the membership. The National 
Bureau for Students with Disabilities (SKILL) is an example of an organisation with some similarities. SKILL focuses 
on policy development and working more directly with students while NADP aims to ‘develop the workforce’ (however 
broadly defined), mainly by sharing ideas and pooling resources. 

Discussions within NADP about the question of promoting disability equality in the majority world have centred 
around the duel ideas of disabled students accessing college and university across the globe, and equality for 
disabled international students who are recruited by UK universities. This paper unpacks and contextualises these 
concerns while being cognisant of the limitations of the NADP infrastructure, the realities of life for disabled people 
in parts of the majority world, and the arrogance of minority world, potentially culturally ignorant, interference (Grech 
�009).

The main resource of NADP, which is a not for profit company limited by guarantee, is it’s 700 plus members who 
are mainly UK based. NADP has a few international members but, as the primary mode of communication is the 
internet, by definition, those not connected are currently excluded. The infrastructure of NADP is tiny. An excellent 
Company Secretary, who is also the Administrator, achieves an immense amount despite the post not being full time. 
A part time Membership Secretary keeps members fees and records very efficiently. 

The Board of Directors comprises fourteen people who fulfil their role voluntarily on top of busy day jobs in the 
sector. Each Board Member, including The Chair, takes on specific responsibility for aspects of the Strategic Plan. Mat 
Fraser is President of NADP and also gives his time without being paid. Mat’s considerable expertise and profile as a 
very well known, writer, comedian, performer and international disability activist (with majority world experience)does 
much to raise the profile of the organisation internationally.The Editorial Board members for NADP’s Journal of 
Inclusive Practice in Further and Higher Education give their time and knowledge for free and each edition is guest 
edited. Occasionally external consultants are brought in for specific projects at minimal cost. So far all projects have 
been UK based and the initial international exploration which is the focus of this paper is unfunded.

Collaboration with other organisations sharing a similar vision (defined as allies) has been identified as a sensible 
way forward, given NADP’s limited resources and ethos of working with disabled people, and allies. SKILL for example 
is a key collaborator and both organisations communicate effectively to try and avoid reinventing the wheel.

Members share the load particularly via the discussion list and participation in Special Interest Groups (SIG’s). As 
well as having an active email discussion list, the organisation has the facility to create SIG’s which also communicate 
via email. A SIG entitled ‘International Perspectives’ has a lively following. The main topic discussed is how best 
international disabled students can be assisted in UK universities, given financial restrictions. Institutions vary about 
the way this issue is addressed strategically and practically, but the situation for students with costly requirements, 
such as sign language interpretation, prompts heated debate. Disabled students studying overseas in UK university 
campuses, or engaging via distance learning, are on the radar of NADP members. The general consensus is that 
those structures with institutions responsible for recruiting to such programmes do not necessarily have disability 
equality on their radar without prompting from disability practitioners.

NADP holds three UK based conferences a year and sends representatives to international conferences which 
are congruent with the aim of disability equality in post school education. Examples include Pathways (Australia) 
and Society for Disability Studies, SDS (USA). Inevitably  delegates are there because they can afford to be there so 
majority world countries are severely under represented. The NADP President  and members of the organisation have  
presented on the majority world theme internationally at conferences and linked with relevant networks, such as SDS, 
with a view to developing collaboration and building partnerships.
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Publications are in English and no other language which in itself militates against engagement with non English 
speaking parts of the world. This is compounded by the euro centric nature often of the subject matter and literacy 
levels of the majority of people in the majority world (Priestley �00�, UNESCO �009). NADP’s offerings include 
The Journal of Inclusive Practice in Further and Higher Education, a refereed thematic journal which is early in its 
development and comes out twice a year. Various research based technical briefings are also produced on topics 
such as working effectively with students who have Asperger syndrome. Although this is an example of an impairment 
specific theme NADP is careful to engage with broader questions around inclusive practice. Arguments against 
assuming homogeneity between people categorised with the same label are understood. Managing transition is a 
theme (for example) for a forthcoming journal edition. 

NADP is not for profit and has no problem with not making any profit.  The organisation can hardly be called an 
international big hitter. The question is explored with an understanding of resource limitations. 

The dangers of assumed homogeneity and of imposition

The ‘othering’ (Foucault �97�, Haller et al �006, Oliver �0000,Richards �008) nature of categorising people and 
subsequently positioning ‘them’ as different from ‘us’ and as subordinate to the normative dominant group has 
resonance in relation to minority majority world discourse. (Grech �009, Meekosha �009, Yeo and Moore �00�). 
This understanding is embraced when problematising the notion of the majority world which is neither one thing nor 
one place (Grech �009), making the original question begin to appear to be somewhat naive. NADP members have 
pointed out that it is important not to loose sight of the notion that disability equality is not necessarily a reality in the 
UK and in parts of Europe.

The Social Model (Oliver �009) ethos of NADP would prohibit topics such as ‘a cure for autism’ within the 
parameters of acceptable topics for research but projects around student engagement, and universal design (for 
example) would be acceptable. Given that , in the majority world, preventable disease , poor health care, dirty water 
and similar realities are known to lead to impairment (Priestley �00�, Yeo and Moore �00�)perhaps the engagement 
around the notion of cure may be viewed somewhat differently. Grech (�009) cautions against exporting the values of 
western Critical Disability Studies discourse with scant consideration of local contexts.

NADP has described the ethos which underpins engagement with research via the infrastructure the organisation 
has created. It is worth considering whether the research function of NADP is relevant to the question in hand. Within 
the UK the Disability Equality Duty requires evidence based strategic development towards disability equality within 
public bodies. The active role of disabled people within this is articulated clearly. It would be easy to disregard the 
precursor of finding out from disabled people what it is that they may feel that they want or need from an organisation 
like NADP-if anything at all. The practicalities of doing so however present a range of complex challenges. E mail is 
the main way of interacting with research participants making inclusion of citizens without access problematic. 

It is possible to access the NADP membership as research participants via the email list provided ethical clearance 
has been achieved, and access to the internet is a reality. Emancipatory principles (Barnes �00�, Oliver �009) are 
aspiration but  the requirement for the findings to be of direct benefit to disabled people is understood. Reflecting 
insider perspective and individuality  is also identified as a key principle. Research is expected to be participatory, in 
that disabled people are valued as research partners and never viewed as research subjects. . As soon as disabled 
people participate on equal terms the assumptions of non disabled people are challenged and their power base is 
rocked. Aspiration towards emancipatory principles should apply equally to majority world contexts. It is not possible 
to know what people want without asking them. Grech (�009) would argue that the role of the researcher should be to 
find a way to make this so, despite practical difficulties.  NADP is woefully under resourced for this purpose in reality

The fact that electricity supplies are a fundamental consideration was raised by a member who cautioned against 
‘’sending out’’ old assistive technology which would be useless without a power supply. Another member supplied 
information about Gates Foundation initiative involving the development of solar powered laptops. A body of research 
informs development work and perhaps NADP’s sense of social responsibility would be best served by becoming 
increasingly familiar with this evidence base and the involvement of disabled people in its generation. 

It is a mistake to assume that disabled people are a homogeneous group of passive recipients of aid  throughout 
the majority world (Boesten �007, Davies et al �007,Grech �009,Groce �007, Katsui �00�,Meekosha �009, Phillips 
�009, Yeo and Moore �00�).Making links with organisations of, rather than for, disabled people across the globe is 
clearly desirable. A named person NADP member may wish to co-ordinate a SIG with this aim in mind. 

An emancipatory insider perspective large scale research project around the theme of the original question seems 
a very long way off. NADP is not in a position to source funding given the relative slimness of the resources available. 
However it may be possible for the organisation to influence the agenda via engagement with Critical Disability 
Studies academics. The journal Editorial Board includes academics in fields related to this discipline, and the 
membership includes researchers.

Emerging ideas about international engagement 

Presentations at international conferences have stimulated debate about majority world concerns. It is pertinent -lest 
we forget-to reiterate the point that the delegates present are rich enough to attend and largely from minority world 
countries. Partnerships are beginning to be forged on the conference circuit and through follow up email networking. 
Collaboration is a core value of NADP and a shared vision of majority world engagement is being discussed-all 
be it mainly by minority world contributors at this stage.Some Ideas have been suggested by NADP members and 
international conference delegates  who were responding to the question ‘‘as concerned citizens of the world, what 
can an organisation like NADP do to promote disability equality in post compulsory education in the majority world?’’

The development of a mentoring scheme and networks for exchange of ideas has been mooted. Assuming internet 
access is of course problematic and exclusionary. Mentoring is an interesting notion and concerns arise in that it 
can carry connotations of a power base with a mentee in a subordinate relationship. Minority, majority world power 
dynamics provoke similar disquiet. International engagement /communication /two way mentoring in general which is 
not restricted by a geographical minority-majority world divide was thought by members to be potentially useful but 
possibly imposible.

NADP has developed solid links with schools and universities in South Africa because of the philanthropic activity of 
a company supplying assistive technology. As part of developing the infrastructure of assistive technology within parts 
of the South African education system (which can access electricity reliably)  links have been facilitated with NADP 
members. South African colleagues have internet access and have joined the NADP discussion list at no charge. 
Feedback is positive so far. 

A member of NADP Board, has links with Rwanda and has spent several summers there as a volunteer teacher. 
Mutually beneficial links have recently been made with an Islamic university in Indonesia, following a meeting at an 
international conference. EU based relationships and partnerships with minority world collegues are developing 
(particularly in Australia, Iceland, New Zealand, Japan, USA and Canada ).Academics in Critical Disability Studies 
including Professors Dan Goodley and Ian Smythe, and PhD student Shaun Gretch have been instrumental in 
developing international collaborations. A strength of NADP is that it provides a space for academics, activists and 
practitioners to work together.

An understanding that membership fees  can be prohibitive has led to the NADP Board decision to make access to 
some NADP resources free to interested parties from majority word countries. Internet access is an insurmountable 
barrier to participation in the email list and special interest groups for some. Further discussion about the geographical 
boundaries of the minority world has resulted in a sliding scale of membership fees which acknowledges that some 
EU based collegues are relatively poorly paid.

The notion of approaching for example The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation was suggested at the SDS 
conference ( �0�0) with a view to possibly developing the idea of international exchange. Assistive technology 
suppliers within NADP’s membership may find it useful to know more about the solar powered technologies which the 
Gates Foundation is exploring. Some particularly technologically expert members are working on open access ICT 
resources which can be used worldwide with solar power where electricity is not available. NADP’s greatest resource 
is the expertise of its members.

Closer to home, NADP members have formed a SIG to consider disability equality for international students 
accessing UK universities. Thematic analysis of the SIG postings indicates that the most frequently occurring concern 
is around funding services for disabled international students. Beyond the EU high international fees apply and some 
universities have successfully top sliced a small amount to create a fund which disabled students may access. For 
EU students who pay UK fees, access to the DSA is denied, and sometimes sources of support from any international 
fee top slice derived fund for disabled students is not available to them.  A small number access the Snowdon Award 
(www.snowdonawardscheme.org )  Many  institutions see the issue as a matter of equity and social responsibility and 
view the DDA as extending across the university population. NADP members and collaborators, such as the Equality 
Challenge Unit, are often in a position to put forward a social justice interpretation of the legislation . Networks are 
emerging to take this agenda forward. 
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Interaction between disability practitioners and those roles associated with recruiting disabled students appears 
to be minimal in the main. Universities enrol international students who travel to the UK in large numbers, and pay 
high fees. Increasingly many and varied types of distance and blended learning programmes are being delivered 
overseas. Rarely are disability practitioners consulted about issues pertaining to disability equality, for example 
on accessibility of rooms used for taking UK accredited exams in foreign countries. Members report expressions 
like ‘grey area’ creeping in on the infrequent occasions when their worlds collide with the professionals engaged 
in delivery of courses in far flung parts of the globe. Reliable statistical information is in short supply. The situation 
raises the question of whether disablism is operating in that recruiters are not seriously considering the possibility that 
international disabled students should have equal access to UK degrees. Organisations like NADP may well have a 
role in flagging up this agenda in UK institutions. 

A research base is developing within NADP and preliminary findings, unsurprisingly find that international students 
usually come to UK universities from affluent backgrounds and minority world countries such as North America and 
emerging super powers such as India and China. Students from China and India accounted for nearly one third of all 
non-EU domicile students at UK HE institutions in �008/09.(www.hesa.ac.uk). Clearly university followed participation 
in secondary education, an opportunity not  extended to all in their home countries. Rural poor people, girls, and 
disabled children  frequently experience exclusion in parts of India and China. (Priestly �00�, Yeo and Moore �00�). 
The potential role of student activists as global change agents is outside the remit of this paper but not beyond the 
imagination of its author.

Problematising Western interference

The legislative protection which enables all students to access school until the age of sixteen in the UK is not 
contested. In the main, services available to disabled students who go onto university are entitlement based and 
generally considered adequate. Similar arrangements apply in many minority countries. Although reliable statistics are 
unavailable, experience of NADP members suggests that only affluent students from majority world countries appear 
to access UK higher education (in Britain or in their home countries). Numbers  are very small and arrangements 
fairly ad hoc . The daily reality of life in the majority world for the majority of disabled people who are living in extreme 
poverty is totally different. Naive interference from a western organisation with scant resources is not going to 
change a thing in this respect. Disquiet remains around the basic premise that it may even be desirable for a western 
organisation, armed only with The Social Model of Disability’ to intervene in any way within majority world contexts. 
Grech (�009) would argue that charges of neo -colonialism and cultural imperialism need to be addressed along 
with a lack of understanding of the priorities of communities who may be struggling for survival. Higher education is a 
distant idea in places where primary schooling is aspirational.

So-what now?

Now we have the UN Convention and The MDG’s as well as the global recession. ‘Nothing About Us without Us’ 
characterises an ethos towards active engagement by disabled people in activity towards the strategic development 
of disability equality. Minority countries do not have the monopoly on disability activism by disabled people and it 
would be a mistake to make this assumption. (EENET �0�0, Grech �009, Moore and Yeo �00�).

Within some UK universities there is an emerging understanding that Critical Disability Studies as a discipline 
resonates with areas such as Development Studies, Cultural Studies, Sociology and Human Rights. These synergies 
may prove useful in enhancing a theoretical understanding of the social construction of disability in the  majority world. 

In a small number of UK universities, disability practitioners, disabled students and academics are working together. 
At The London School of Economics for example a Disability Equality Research Network (DERN) has been set up 
to allow researchers in disciplines such as Development Studies to engage with a peer group interested in disability. 
International scholars are participating.

Theoretical understanding may act as a catalyst for action towards disability equality as an aspect of the broader 
equalities agenda. NADP members engaged in academic work are keenly aware of the possibilities.

The Enabling Education Network (EENET) is thriving in The University of Manchester. EENET is an open access 
information sharing network which contains articles and resources about inclusion in education from majority and 
minority world countries. NADP members are involved in these networks and playing a part in influencing the agenda. 
Links between websites create wider coverage and make resources and information available, but only for those for 
whom internet access is a reality.

NADP members have expressed an interest in this area of debate and started to talk about it in the practical 
and pragmatic way which characterises the organisation. There are pockets of localised activity which are taking 
place and producing small scale results on the ground in some majority world contexts. Sensitivity to emancipatory 
research ethos and the active engagement of disabled people which this implies drives the research agenda of the 
organisation, and this principle influences research activity-however small scale. 

Members are pragmatically addressing the requirements of international disabled students on an operational and 
strategic level, and beginning to engage with those involved in international recruitment and the delivery of courses 
overseas.

The SIG structure exists for members who want to keep talking. The principle of working in partnership has 
no borders and energy is being invested in building global partnerships. Learning from each other rather than a 
neo-colonial ‘west is best’ engagement characterises the intentions of NADP but the organisation is also alive to 
the charge of naivety. NADP has placed the discussion question on the agenda at international conferences and 
relationships are starting to develop. Without over promising and therefore risking under delivering, it is possible that a 
seed has been planted and it may be that something is starting to grow.
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Text to speech software and productivity for the multilingual dyslexic users

Ian Smythe and Miglena Molhova

Abstract

Although anecdotal evidence suggests that text-to-speech is a useful tool to help the dyslexic individual, there is little 
research to confirm this. Furthermore, few have considered how it may be useful for the multilingual dyslexic individual, 
where needs and familiarity may be different to that of the monolingual user. One reason is the lack of suitable 
heuristics to effectively evaluate text-to-speech software. In this article, Dr Ian Smythe and Dr Miglena Molhova look at 
the five key variables (voice, interface, context, content and human support) as a basis for development of software 
metrics to compare and contrast TTS software for use by the multilingual dyslexic individual. This will provide a basis 
for both qualitative and quantitative comparisons. A number of web resources have been developed to accompany 
this article.

1. Introduction

By definition (Smythe, Everatt and Salter, �00�) dyslexia is a difficulty in the acquisition of reading and writing 
skills. Despite an apparent simplicity in this definition, it holds the key to understanding the issues surrounding 
dyslexia, and its implications for the multilingual individual, including the potential for using text-to-speech software. 
This symptom-based definition is generally accepted with slight variations that reflect culture and language. (See 
Gersons-Wolfensberger and Ruijssenaar (�997); BPS, �999: Lyon et al �00�; European Dyslexia Association, �006). 
Unfortunately, this lack of agreement on the definition exacerbates the drive towards a social model of inclusive 
support for all, yet ironically provided the basis for funding of the dyslexic individual. The European Dyslexia 
Association (EDA) suggest dyslexia is a “difference in the acquisition …”. However, it may be argued (Smythe, �0�0) 
that if dyslexia is a difference, and we accept that everybody is different, then either provision should be made for 
all, or for nobody. It is reasonable to assume that funders would opt for the low cost solution. Thus while “difference” 
may appear more acceptable to many of those promoting inclusion (and both preferable and possible in the near 
future), this would be disastrous for many dyslexic individuals in the short term where there is financial support (e.g. 
the UK where students have access to grants that acknowledge their disability). It may be suggested that while the 
EDA definition reflects the social model, its acceptance was because the disability/difficulty argument does not arise 
in those countries who voted since they have no grants that would be impacted upon. The Lyon et al paper has 
an approach which may arguably be regarded as language-dependent (i.e. it is very important in English, but less 
important in other languages) by stressing the phonological component, which is an Anglo-centric approach. This 
has led some (e.g. McGuinness, �997) to contest that if the difficulties are specific or peculiar to a language, then the 
problem is a teaching issues and not a cognitive issue. Despite these variations, there is widespread agreement that 
the dyslexic individual has problems with accessing the written word, and it is this aspect for which text-to-speech 
software provides welcome support.

2. Productivity and text-to-speech software

Quantitative metrics for software productivity inform sound (profit-related) decisions (Molhova, �009). Although 
generally used by software developers as a way to measure and improve work practices when writing software, they 
may also be used to identify potential improvements to existing software use (Molhova and Koleva, �0�0), including 
text-to-speech software. The decisions made in choosing and refining settings and characteristics in TTS are about 
enhancing “productivity”. However, the “productivity” is context-dependent, and while “productivity” may arguably 
be regarded as for example a qualitative “comfort” when listening to works of fiction, if the material requires to be 
understood and remembered (e.g. a learning environment such as a geography lesson), then productivity is about 
comprehension, long term retention and the ability to recall that information. This, after all, is the function of reading in 
the learning environment. It is the control of these parameters that will help the individual user optimise their learning. 

To help us understand the issues and how productivity could be improved particularly in the context of multilingual 
dyslexic individual, we need to understand a little more about how not only the text-to-speech works, but also how the 
overall package works. To do this, we need to consider the four components.

 The voice – the sound produced 
 The interface – the software that controls the sound 
 The content – the text being read 
 The human factor! – including learning preferences, prior knowledge support etc

By considering each of these in turn, while acknowledging there is an inter-dependence, it will be possible to identify 
the factors that influence productivity, and how this may be maximised given the constraints.
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2.1 The voices

TTS voice production has become easier in recent years, with many companies producing not only a wide number 
of languages, but also various dialects. (See “Resources for informing choice” later in this article.)  The main type of 
TTS voice systems are diphone and unit selection (Black �007). Diphone voices use small units of sound (in principle 
from the middle of one phoneme to the middle of the next) to join sounds together. This uses a smaller database of 
sounds than the Unit Selection method, where the database can run into hundreds of megabytes and uses units from 
smaller than the diphone to the whole word or even bigger. The sound quality is usually regarded as more natural 
with unit selection, though a little muffled due to the extra smoothing. Stress and intonation, as well as emotions such 
as angry, happy, sad and fearful all help improve naturalness and understanding, but add to the overall size of the 
database. However, they may also improve comprehension not only for children but also for the multilingual dyslexic 
individual.

A series of measures have been proposed to compare and contrast various characteristics. Many of these 
characteristics are time consuming to identify and quantify, and hard to measure. For example, Handley (�00�) 
suggested the areas to be evaluated, should include comprehension.  However Handley (�00�) in reporting the use 
of cloze procedures (“Fill in the missing word”) and sentence confirmation tests (“Does this sentence make sense?”) 
she notes “In summary, due to the difficulties of evaluating comprehension, its evaluation is not recommended.” It is 
this failure to grasp the importance of comprehension that is stifling the development of more advanced evaluations 
that move beyond the acoustic characteristics. However, in an attempt to provide some form of cognitive measure as 
a reflection of comprehension, Wolpin, Berry, Kurth and Lober (�0�0) carried out a small online study which attempted 
to measure response times for comprehension using TTS stimuli based around health related (i.e. non-learning) 
issues. No differences were found between the testees on voice preferences based on reaction times and accuracy 
between subjects (N=�0) to allow meaningful interpretation and comparison between voices possibly due to ceiling 
effects. But at least they tried.

Most voice evaluation methods are with respect to qualitative “voice quality” rather than quantitative measures.  
Mareüil, P., D’Alessandro, C., Raake, A., Bailly, G., Garcia, M., and Morel, M. A (�006) suggested a system which 
covered the following areas, extending the earlier ITU-T P.8� (�99�).

Mean Opinion Score (very bad to very good) 
Comprehension (very difficult to very easy) 
Pleasantness (very unpleasant to very pleasant) 
Non-monotony (very monotonous to very varied) 
Naturalness (very artificial to very natural) 
Fluidity (very jerky to very fluid) 
Pronunciation (serious problem to no problem)

Intelligibility tests are also used to attempt to provide quantitative values to sound reproduction in comparison to 
that which would be achieved by a human reader.  These are usually of three type: Nonsense syllable tests, word 
tests (phonetically balanced word tests or diagnostic rhyme test) and sentence tests, results for which are expressed 
as a percentage of speech units understood correctly by the listener. To this we can add Semantically Unpredictable 
Sentences (Ref). Stevens C, Lees N, Vonwiller J and Burnham D (�00�) combined TTS intelligibility, naturalness and 
preference in order to provide data for making evidence-based decisions. They found that gender does influence 
intelligibility (male more intelligible than female), in contradiction to the research of Hustad et al (�998), suggesting that 
such research is more a product of the specific voices than real difference in the preferences.

The problem with these “quantitative” measures is that they normally require the listener to transcribe what they 
have heard. This, by definition, will be a problem for the dyslexic individual, and therefore testing with this user group 
remains problematic.

Making informed choice for voices

Unless we can identify the characteristics that are most beneficial at the individual level (as opposed to a 
researchers interpretation of data on group preferences e.g. Braga D, Coelho L, Resende FGV and Dias MS, �007) 
we shall be restricted to “What sounds best for you?” Sadly, this will never allow the comprehension, retention and 
retrieval components to have an impact on the decision-making process. For this reason, the multilingual dyslexic 
individual needs access to resources which will help inform choices. For the purpose of this article a series of web 
resources have been developed to help make informed choices. The Online Resources (see Online Resources section 
at the end of this article) include sound files using many of the most common voices that are available for English, 
including regional accents. The multilingual dyslexia individual is encouraged to listen to each to identify what may be 
most understandable (intelligible and comprehendible) to them.

When it comes to voice choice, there are two key questions:

�.  Is there a voice for their first language? This could allow background reading of learning material in their first 
language, to provide a basic introduction prior to accessing the English material. 

�.  If they listen to English, what is the best regional accent?

Table � shows the list of different language for which there are voices. In the Online Resources, sound files in all the 
most widely available voice can be found.

Why is the goal of voice developers to try to make things as close to human sounding as possible? Because we 
grow up learning from people talking to us, not machines. It is not just about decoding sounds – it is also respect 
for the speaker, and the ability to learn from the authoritative voice. However, ironically, as children grow up in this 
evolving learning environment which has teaching aids with not so perfect voices, their tolerance level of voice quality 
higher. In the case of the multilingual dyslexic individual, the acceptance may be dictated not by their first language, 
but by the pronunciation of those in their learning and practicing environment. 

Table 2. Languages available

Language MS Free Acapela AT&T Cepstral CereProc Ivona Loquendo RealSpeak
Arabic  Yes     Yes
Chinese -
Cantonese         Yes
Chinese -
Mandarin       Yes  Yes
Czech  Yes       Yes
Danish  Yes    Yes Yes
Dutch Yes Yes    Yes Yes
English Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes  Yes
Finnish Yes    Yes Yes
French Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes  Yes  Yes
German Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes  Yes  Yes
Greek  Yes    Yes Yes
Hindi         Yes
Italian Yes Yes Yes Yes  Yes Yes
Japanese Yes   Yes  Yes
Korean Yes      Yes
Norwegian  Yes    Yes Yes
Polish  Yes   Yes Yes
Portuguese Yes Yes    Yes Yes
Romanian     Yes  Yes
Russian Yes Yes    Yes Yes
Spanish Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes  Yes  Yes
Swedish  Yes    Yes Yes
Thai         Yes
Turkish  Yes    Yes Yes
Welsh      Yes
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2.2 The interface

The interface may be considered as having two components:

 •The context 

 •The controls

There are many contexts within which TTS is used, and while the Toolbar (floating and fixed) is becoming the most 
dominant format, there are still many other types that should not be ignored. Furthermore, caution should be taken 
when choosing a Toolbar type, since they may not work in all the necessary context (e.g. with Skype). However, most 
offer �0 day demos which should provide a chance to check they work where needed. 

Below are eight basic types that should be considered. Some of the more common examples are listed, with 
demonstrations available in the Online Resources. Please note that some software can appear in more than one 
category, e.g. as both a Toolbar and Standalone.

�. Toolbars (fixed and floating)

 Floating “toolbar” TTS are independent, working with all types of programmes (e.g. word processing, emails, 
reading web content), allowing all formatting to remain. The apps available for mobile phones also may be 
considered “toolbars”, providing voice for all kinds of programs. Examples: Texthelp, ClaroRead, DriveSafe.ly, 
Claudio, Expressivo, FlameReader

�. Stand alone cut and paste

 In this software, the users cuts the text from another place (Word, the web etc) and places it within a working 
environment where it can be read. Formatting is usually lost. This may be offline or online. Example: Readplease, 
Claudio, Expressivo, Balabolka, FlameReader

�. Talking Wordprocessors

 The talking word processor is designed to provide immediate speech feedback as you type within a dedicated 
wordprocessor. Example: Edword, TextEase

�. Embedded talking tools

 The embedded talking tools are to be found in software whose primary role is something other than presentation of 
an auditory version. Example: Adobe Acrobat, Firefox Addons

�. Embedded in web site

 There are a number of types of software designed to provide access to specific web sites. All require some form of 
embedding on the website by the web site developer. Examples: Browsealoud, Roktalk, Blogbard

6. Assistive tools 

 Some assistive tools, such as word prediction software, include TTS. Examples: Penfriend and WordQ

7. Embedded in Hardware

 Computers, talking books and mobile phones come with increasingly sophisticated TTS. Examples: Windows 7 and 
Apple systems 

8. Sound file production

 Some systems have the sole purpose of producing a sound file. Most of these are online. Example: iSpeech

Having identified the diversity of interfaces (and why they exist), it is possible to develop generic metrics that could 
help developers improve their software as well as help the individual to identify key settings that would maximise their 
own productivity. 

The interface is the controlling part of the text-to-speech software. It is the part where you can control the voices, 
speed, colours, stop/start, saving sounds etc. The early text-to-speech software was aimed at the visually impaired 
community (For a short history of the development of speech synthesis, see Wikipedia). However, as awareness and 
needs grew, so the software has, apparently, become more dyslexia-friendly. As Figure � illustrates, there are now 
many functions that have become available to the dyslexic individual, though there is little research to suggest how 
useful they are, or even if user know of their existence. 

The principle controls one may now find in TTS software are illustrated in Figure �. Although input is usually seen as 
electronic text, the more expensive packages usually have scanning and optical character recognition as standard 
allowing picture-based text to be fully accessible. 

The electronic format offers control over both the visual and auditory paths. Background colours, font, text colour 
and size can usually be adjusted to the users preferences. Furthermore, most highlight the text as it is read. However, 
where is the research that says text highlighting helps? Cognitive load theory suggests that the additional demand in 
this context is a distracter, and will negatively impact upon the learning outcome. This is especially true for the dyslexic 
multilingual individual where their reading speed is significantly less than the speed used for listening.

Figure 1. Controls within text-to-speech software 

Auditory preferences are restricted to the actual voice used (Online Resources) and the speed. The diversity of 
voices available means that there is no reason why one should restrict oneself to a single voice. In the same way we 
listen to different voices for different context on television, so we may have one voice preference for email, another for 
news, and another for study books. This is true if you are looking for a “regional” English accent, or for something in 
your first language. 
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Increasing productivity with the interface

In order to develop a metric that was suitable for evaluation of TTS software, Smythe and Molhova (�0�0) reviewed 
the most widely used metric of the disability and usability field, developed by Nielson (�99�). They identified four key 
areas: a) Matching to real world and real needs, b) Control, c) System Status and d) Help and Documentation

a) Match to real world and real needs

While Neilson (�99�) uses the term “real world”, for most users TTS is not an alternative - it is the only way to 
access print. So to them it is the real world. If we accept that TTS is intended to replicate the reading process, then it 
should provide access to the meaning of written text with the same “features” available to readers that maximise the 
potential to comprehend. It may be argued that there could even be added value in using TTS if it incorporates feature 
maximise understanding and retention of information over and above the traditional approach. 

Examples of real world features and needs are the ability to rewind, review and reflect easily, in the environment of 
one’s choice (such as on the bus using a mobile phone). Also, it should recognise the basic typographic components, 
such as headers and bullet points. (See Online Resources.)

b) Control 

The system should speak the users’ language, with concepts familiar to the user instead of outdated terminology or 
system-oriented terms familiar only to the developers They should follow real-world conventions, making information 
appear in a natural and logical order. The controls should allow the user to set preference to maximise their 
productivity, and undo accidental changes while keyboard shortcuts should cut down memory needs, not increase 
them. Furthermore, there should be parity between different versions (e.g. computer-based and USB versions) and 
help menus should reflect differences.

c) System status

If an action takes a long time (e.g. converting a text file) the system should say not only what it is doing, but also 
given an indication of how long the process will take.  Failure to give an indication could lead to an assumption of no 
action taking place. We have come to accept that software is never error free. But the way errors are handled can 
make a big difference to the user.  The way the system helps users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors is 
important.

Several TTS software do not indicate that converting to a sound file has started. Consequently the use tries again, 
and the process tries to run several times.

d) Help and documentation

In software that is aimed at this specific user group, the design of information, from Help menus to User Guides, 
should be oriented to the dyslexic user. If the software we are downloading or installing is now so huge (they can be 
over �00Meg if there are several voices) why can’t they all include video-based help menus to explain how it functions 
work that is integral to the software?

As an example of a lack of consideration of the user group, at least one TTS software manufacturer has menus and 
further explanatory text that their own TTS software cannot read out. Error messages should also be read out.

Making informed interface choices

To help understand what is available, the Online Resources that accompany this article include the leading software 
and demonstrate many of the functions they offer.

2.3 The content and use

Text-to-speech software can be used in a variety of ways (Smythe, �0�0), depending on the specific needs. If we 
consider the needs of the multilingual dyslexic user, the key uses include:

 • To listen to a long passage of English text – listening comprehension usually better than reading 
comprehension (though dependent upon the ability to rewind and review.

 • To hear how a written word is pronounced – Often spoken but not written words are known. 

 • To hear text in their first language – e.g. knowledge priming in the first language

 • To use the translation and TTS to understand something better.

We can consider reading as the comprehension of the written text. And it is this ability, that is highly problematic 
to the dyslexic individual. According to Seel (�00�, p60) “Cognition and learning take place in the use of mental 
representations on which individuals organise symbols off their experience or thought in such a way that they effect a 
systematic representation of this experience or through as a means of understanding it, or of explaining it to others.” 
Thus the individual can structure complex information to create a coherent picture. It has been suggested that three 
main forms of mental model building: Discovery learning, guided discovery learning and receptive learning from a 
teacher or expert (Shute and Zapata-Rivera, �008). When listening to a sound file, it may be argued that in the context 
of the learning environment that the text is delivered by an “expert” providing information to the recipient. Once they 
have that information, and have developed the “draft” mental model, they can “discover” the diverse aspects that 
are not explicitly given in the text. When reading the printed word, there is the need to maintain local and global 
coherence through the integration of text in short term memory with that which has been activated (by semantic 
proximity) within the long term memory. (See Albrecht & O’Brien, �99�: Bower & Morrow, �990: Wang R, Mo L, He 
X, Smythe I and Wang S, �0�0) However, there is little research to suggest how the dyslexic individual forms mental 
maps when listening to spoken text. Research with the blind community suggests that in many cases mental models 
may be developed in a similar manner to the sighted individual. (Eardley AF, Edwards G, Malouin F and Michon P-M, 
�006). However, there is a lack of research that discussed how the dyslexic individual constructs a mental model 
from an auditory stream, especially when it is passive listening, especially since any deficits in working memory will 
significantly impact upon forming those mental models.

Although doubts have been raised about the validity of learning styles (Coffield, Moseley, Hall and Ecclestone, 
�00�), research clearly demonstrates that while there are commonalities, everybody learns differently. Therefore there 
is merit in asking to what extent the current controls (e.g. the ability to “rewind” the sound, or using an aggressive 
or seductive voice) will impact upon learning. More specifically, if a questionnaire using Kolb’s Learning Styles 
Inventory (Ref) identified a given learning style, or a tool that suggested an individual had an auditory or non-auditory 
preference, would they also use text-to-speech (TTS) in a different way, prefer different voice, or have alternative 
preferences?

Frequently we have little opportunity to impact upon the content of what is to be read, since it produced by 
somebody else. However, it is worth considering if it is possible to rearrange the electronic text in a better way, or 
choose text that is more amenable to text-to-speech.  For example, tutors could be provided with guidelines.  When 
deciding on setting, think carefully about the content, whether it is to be learned, the level of importance, and if, for 
example, it is largely reduced to bullet points. However, check that the recommended software can handle the text. 
(See “Resources to inform choices” later in this article for a test.) If you know the software well, you can structure the 
content according to your needs and in a way that works well for the software.
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2.4 The human factor

In an interesting study that attempted to overcome comprehension shortcomings with TTS, Manset-Willianson, Dunn 
M, Hinshaw R and Nelson JM (�008) suggested explicit teaching of metacognitive strategies used alongside text-
to-speech learning can significantly improved comprehension as could help through the construction of appropriate 
mental models, thereby facilitating the retention. It is suggested that this is due to activation of the background 
information widely reported in discourse analysis, as the individual uses prior knowledge to aid comprehension. 
Of course, the same strategies would help in reading without the aid of technology. The point is not to ignore the 
alternative approach.

As technology changes, so learning needs and the role of technology may change. Thus while TTS may be 
used in many aspects of e-learning (Chong NST, Tosukhowong P, and Sakauchi M, �00�) research suggests 
that it is preferable when done in collaboration with human speech. Although this may reflect speech quality at 
that time (�00�), the increased speed of internet access means streaming videos by the original speakers is now 
commonplace. That is, parts of the text may be delivered by machine, and part by human voice, as the lecturer 
themselves or as a professional voiceover. 

The other side of human intervention is the manner in which software is chosen. The lack of alternative sources of 
reliable comparative information means that users have little opportunity to question a “voice of authority” such as a 
needs assessor, assistive technology “expert”, disability tutor, friend, dyslexia organisation etc). Those decisions are 
usually based on historical factors (e.g. when a needs assessor last compared different software, and what they have 
on their computer). It is important to question the source of the “advisors” knowledge, and if the recommendations 
fully consider the needs of the multilingual dyslexic user as outlined above.

3. Resources to inform choices

The purpose of this article has been to identify the issues surrounding making informed choices with respect to 
using TTS with dyslexic multilingual individuals. As a paper-based journal it does not have the facilities to implement 
suggestions made above. However, in order to facilitate and illustrate the above, a special web page has been created 
at www.tiny.cc/smythenadp�0�0. This provides the following information.

 •List of voices in different languages 
 •Screen videos of text to speech software in action 
 •Sound recordings with different English voices including regional accents 
 •Web sites of principle voice suppliers 
 •List of free text-to-speech software (interfaces without voices) 
 •Recommended further reading (books and academic papers) 
 •Test to check handling of headers, bullets and heteronyms. 
 •This article as a sound file

4. Conclusions and author’s choice

Financial imperatives of educational institutions, freedom to move, and cheap travel have all added to the potential 
to study where one wants. But it is the technology that has the potential to allow the dyslexic multilingual individual 
to flourish in these new learning environments. We are still learning how to use it. However, until there are theoretical 
frameworks that help formulate how to optimise the use of the software, progress will be slow, and opportunities will 
be missed. The metrics, as formulated above, will make help focus minds. But at the same time we need to consider 
four principles of using technology proposed by Smythe (�008), reworked for the TTS context:

Principle � - The aims and objective of education should not change with the introduction of the technology. 
However, the speed and manner in which the aims and objectives are met may change. – TTS does not change the 
aims and objectives of education – it allows learning to happen.

Principle � - The choice of educational tools (software and hardware) should reflect the needs of the context 
(geographical, economic, cultural and educational), and not determine the outcome. How technology is used is more 
important than which technology is used. – Do not assume that one choice (for voice or interface) will suit all needs. 
Mix and match as needs require and change.

Principle � - Share and learn from mistakes, share ideas and innovation, work collaboratively. Do not assume that 
the user must have made a mistake as the programmer cannot always anticipate every eventuality. – Failure to share 
TTS experiences and good practice has left most users poorly trained, and software under-utilised. Sharing helps all.

Principle � - The tools chosen should be seen as a supplement to classroom practice and not a replacement. Do 
not assume that the learning experience on a computer can be the same as with human intervention. Teachers should 

understand what is being taught. – Human voice, through sound and video recording, should always be the preferred 
teaching method. TTS is a tool to access what is otherwise inaccessible.

While the multilingual dyslexic individual may have more hurdles to overcome, provided those supporting them 
understand the nature of those hurdles and have the resources to make informed choices, appropriate support can be 
made available. Assistive technology needs assessment should not be of the time “You need text-to-speech”. If needs 
to make informed decision based on reliable, up-to-date information. Only then will the dyslexic multillingual individual 
be appropriately supported.

Web resources to accompany this article 

To help understand the answers, as series of video that accompany this article may be found at www.tiny.cc/
smythenadp�0�0
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Welsh, bilingualism and dyslexia

By Dr Margaret Meehan 
University of Wales, Swansea

Introduction

This paper sets out to give a picture of the extent of the use of the Welsh language in Wales, some of its 
characteristics and how Welsh students in Higher Education with Specific Learning Difficulties (SpLDs) such as 
Dyslexia might experience added difficulties in comparison to their non-Welsh peers.  

The Welsh Assembly Government (WAG) is committed to the promotion of the Welsh Language in education and 
the public sector (�0�0).  Welsh universities have been obliged to provide information in both languages since the�99� 
Welsh Language Act was passed which put Welsh and English on an equal footing in public life and in the provision of 
services.  The Welsh language is further encouraged in Higher Education (HE) by an increasing number and variety of 
courses in or through the medium of Welsh.  The number of Welsh speaking students and disabled students in Welsh 
universities has increased but there has been little exploration of how Welsh speaking students with Specific Learning 
Difficulties (SpLDs) experience third level education. 

Welsh and bilingualism

In �00� the Welsh Assembly Government launched Iaith Pawb: A National Action Plan for a Bilingual Wales to set 
out a National Policy Framework to promote the use of the Welsh Language as well as economically and socially 
sustainable communities.  It encouraged individuals to learn Welsh and facilitates the use of Welsh in all aspects of life 
in Wales (Welsh Assembly Government, �00�).  

To further embed the Welsh language in education, the Welsh-medium Education Strategy from nursery through 
to further and higher education has been sent out for consultation so that a distinctive curriculum for Wales can be 
developed.  In addition, a Federal College is scheduled to be developed to increase the provision of Welsh-medium 
education in HE (Welsh Assembly Government, �0�0).  

How much competence in the Welsh language is related to ‘Welshness’ is perhaps subjective and depends on 
the opportunities available to speak Welsh, which is related to geographic location.  A study of pupils in Years � and 
� from �8 Welsh Schools indicated that most students had ‘quite a high affiliative identity to Wales’.  However, they 
thought Welsh should be used in official ceremonies as it does not have vitality in day to day speech (Coupland et al, 
�00�).  It has been suggested that minority languages survive if they are transmitted to children in the family context, 
but in Wales, especially when only one parent is Welsh speaking, little success has been achieved (Morris and Jones, 
�007).  This is corroborated by Gathercole and Thomas (�00�) who found that for children in bilingual homes and 
communities, English, the more dominant language flourishes but Welsh develops in direct proportion to the input 
from home and school.  Continued exposure to Welsh in adulthood may be necessary to maintain the language.  
Whilst the WAG policy is to promote the Welsh language and Higher Education Institutes (HEIs) must work within this 
policy, it seems that increasing the numbers of Welsh speakers in Wales will be a slow process.

The impact of Welsh-medium schools was explored by Hodges (�009) who interviewed 8 adults in their early 
twenties who were brought up in the Rhymney Valley and attended Welsh-medium schools.  Three participants came 
from Welsh Language families but the use of the Welsh Language within the family was low, even between siblings.  
Some of the mothers in the Non Welsh Speaking families attempted to learn Welsh but the Fathers did not.  Siblings 
tended not to speak Welsh in front of their parents in case the latter felt isolated but did use Welsh in emails and SMS 
messaging.  The participants used Welsh more as they moved through the education system but tended not to speak 
Welsh outside the classroom giving the impression that Welsh was the language of education.  This research further 
supports the view that any increase in the number of native Welsh speakers living in Wales will take place over a long 
period of time.  In fact the Census of �00�, which reported in �00�, indicated an increase of �.�% of the population 
who could speak Welsh over a decade.

However, there is an employment advantage to speaking Welsh (Aitchison and Carter �99�, cited in Jones-Evans 
et al, �0�0).  Indeed “fluent Welsh speakers have a higher established business ownership rate than non-Welsh 
speakers” and are more likely to be involved in entrepreneurship in non-Welsh speaking areas of Wales (Jones-Evans 
et al, �0�0).  This would indicate that success as entrepreneur is not dependent on geographic location but it seems 
that maintaining the Welsh language in adulthood is governed by the opportunities to use it and these are governed 
by the geographic location of employment
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Aspects of the Welsh language 

Welsh is a more orthographically transparent language than English and this affects the rate of acquisition of a 
language. A transparent language has a regular grapheme (letter) to phoneme (sound) correspondence and rules 
of pronunciation.  It has been suggested that in language acquisition different strategies are used depending on 
the orthographic depth of the language. Mayer et al (�007) working with Welsh-English bilingual children found that 
in reading and writing phonological processing seemed to be used preferentially, that is, a reliance on recognising 
the sounds of syllables and words.  Their research found that Welsh children rely on phonological processing when 
spelling whereas orthographic strategies are more useful when spelling in English where there is a more “complex 
relationship between graphemes and phonemes”.

Welsh may have transparent spelling but it does not have a transparent grammar. Grammatical gender is more 
complex in Welsh and Welsh speaking children generally do not achieve this until they are �0 years old, (Gathercole 
and Thomas, �00�).  Welsh has a system of mutations of initial letters which can make it difficult to look words up 
in dictionaries, for example Cymru = Wales but Welcome to Wales = Croeso i Gymru.  There is also a difference 
between written and spoken vowel mutation in Welsh (Cartmill, �976).   Possessive Pronouns cause mutations, for 
example,

Cath = Cat  
fy nghath = my cat     
ein cath = our cat  
dy gath = your cat (informal) eich cath = your cat 
ei chatth = her cat ei gath = his cat eu cath = their cat 

Another difference between English and Welsh is that Welsh numbers take longer to articulate than English 
numbers and this must have implications for mental arithmetic, remembering telephone numbers and mathematical 
examinations where short-term memory is involved.  It is easier to translate digits from English to Welsh than the 
reverse even if a bilingual speaker is stronger in Welsh (Ellis and Hennelly, �980).  The implication of this research is 
that Welsh students in HE may take more time to answer mathematical questions in examinations.

Another aspect of the Welsh language is that it has different dialects of Welsh most notably the difference between 
northern and southern Welsh, for example, the word for ‘shower’ is ‘cafod’ in the north and ‘cawod’ in the south (Willis, 
�0�0). 

Dyslexia/SpLDs and Welsh

Both the �007 British Dyslexia Association (BDA) and the �999 British Psychological Society definitions of dyslexia 
agree that dyslexia, a SpLD, is a persistent difficulty in the development of literacy skills but the BDA suggests specific 
areas of difficulty: “phonological processing, rapid naming, working memory, processing speed, and the automatic 
development of skills that may not match up to an individual’s other cognitive abilities”.  Both definitions agree that 
help can be provided by targeted teaching and the BDA definition also recognises the use of Information Technology 
(IT) and supportive counselling in providing dyslexic individuals with the necessary skills to achieve their potential.

In order to understand dyslexia in the context of multilingualism (speaking more than one language), it is necessary 
to understand how multilingualism impacts on literacy and how dyslexia impacts on language learning (Cline, �000).  
For example, the orthographic complexity of a language determines how quickly it can be learned (Caravolas, �00� 
and Ziegler & Goswami, �00� in Brunswick et al, �0�0).  As Welsh has a transparent orthography, children learning to 
read through the medium of Welsh did better at phoneme tasks than children from the same area of Wales learning 
to read through the medium of English (McDougall and de Mornay Davies, �0�0).   The implication for Welsh children 
with dyslexia is that Welsh will be easier to learn than English initially but their difficulties will be more readily seen in 
English than in Welsh so detection in Welsh may be masked and consequently no support put in place.  If children are 
not identified until much later in their education, for example, at university they can develop low self esteem and less 
readily achieve their potential.  In order to remedy this in �007 the Enterprise and Learning Committee of the Welsh 
Assembly undertook a survey of the approaches to support dyslexic people in Wales (WAG, �009) and one of its 
recommendations was the early assessment of dyslexia and intervention in Year � of primary school.

The �009 WAG survey emerged from the Welsh Dyslexia Project (now Dyslexia Wales) that presented to the National 
Assembly in �000 and set out to make Wales the best country in which to be an individual with dyslexia.  The project 
has a Welsh speaking helpline for any inquiries about dyslexia and provides resources such as an e-learning course 
on teaching and supporting children and young persons with dyslexia. 

In conformity with the �99� Welsh Language Act, the SEN Code of Practice in Wales (�00�) allowed children to 
be assessed in Welsh or English.  However, few tests have been devised and normalised    for the Welsh language.  
The Dyslexia Early Screening Test (Fawcett et al, �99�) has been translated into Welsh and is in process of being 
standardised against the Welsh population.  A version of the Adult Dyslexia Checklist (Smythe and Everatt, �00�) is 
available in Welsh.

However, full assessment of adults for dyslexia through the Welsh language is not possible.  Therefore Welsh 
students are usually assessed in English and it may be the case that students’ difficulties are considered to be a 
result of English being a second language rather than an aspect of their disability (Smythe et al, �00�).  When the 
Dyslexia Adult Screening Test in English is used, Welsh students may take longer to name pictures because they 
may be translating from the Welsh into English.  Similarly with the digit span test, welsh numbers take longer to say 
and therefore the scores will probably be lower for bilingual adults which does not give an accurate snapshot of the 
individual’s profile (Ellis and Hennelly, �00�).  

Higher Education in Wales

As Higher Education (HE) is a ‘devolved’ area, the Welsh Assembly Government makes most of the decisions 
about HE in Wales.  For the purposes of the annual survey of applications to university, student satisfaction, and 
assessments of the quality of research in HE, Wales continues to work on an England and Wales or UK-wide basis.  

Welsh universities abide by the Disability Discrimination Act (DDA) (�99�) which requires universities to provide 
each student with dyslexia with a reasonable adjustment for their difficulties.  This is not to give these students an 
advantage but simply a level playing field in order that they may work at a similar pace to their peers and approximate 
to their own potential.  However, the DDA states that, “it does not require a responsible body to do anything that 
would undermine the academic standards of a particular course, “(DDA, p�9, �.�6).  The Special Educational 
Needs and Disability Act amendment SENDA (�00�) required Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) to put together a 
Disability Statement in which the policy and provision of the institution for students would be outlined.  This would 
take into account the reasonable adjustments for students with dyslexia so that they should not be discriminated 
against.  It important that staff and students (including dyslexic students) should understand what dyslexia is, in order 
for reasonable adjustments to be put in place (DuPre et al, �008).  Universities are required to provide accessible 
curricula and alternative assessments so that teaching and learning becomes inclusive.  In terms of assessment 
in coursework and examinations, marking the scripts of students with SpLDs, what is being examined needs to be 
decided and to be communicated clearly.  If the content is of paramount importance then grammar and punctuation 
can be ignored but if they are being examined, then no concession can be given.  

The Welsh Assembly Government has promoted widening participation through the Reaching Higher strategy and 
according to the Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA) Wales, in comparison to the rest of the UK, performs well 
in drawing students from disadvantaged areas.  During �006/07 almost �% of the Welsh population were studying in 
HE.  Maps and charts relating to student participation rates in each Unitary Authority for �006/07 can be found in the 
Higher Education Funding Council for Wales (HEFCW) (�009).  Funding for HE students in Wales is administered via 
Student Finance Wales to Local Authorities to whom students apply for funding.

At present there are �� universities in Wales, but there is a possibility of some institutions merging which will reduce 
numbers. There were ���,000 enrolments onto HE courses in Wales, for the academic year �007/08 of which 7�% 
were full-time.  Approximately � in �0 students in Wales takes some element of their course through the medium of 
Welsh.  �7% of students who study in Wales are from Wales.  Indeed HE is a major economic force in Wales. 

The �009 report of a national survey of students, the ‘Evaluation of Provision and Support for Disabled Students in 
Higher Education’, was based on responses from �� HEIs and �� FECs in England and 8 institutions from Wales.  The 
results for Wales showed that most institutions had a Student Support Service for Disabled students and students 
with dyslexia formed the majority of students supported.  The support these departments provide to students allows 
them to access their curricula.  If they provide training to staff, they also help the university to become a more inclusive 
learning environment which can be developed if the barriers that disabled students encounter at university level are 
reduced (Fuller et al, �00�).  

In response to the Disability Equality Duty (DED) (�006), a Disability Equality Scheme (DES) had been produced by 
7 of the Welsh HEIs to promote equality of opportunity to disabled students.  Almost all institutions involved disabled 
students formally on advisory panels and committees to promote inclusion.  Although all institutions have some form 
of disability training available for staff, it is only compulsory for staff at one institution.  However, institutions are seen 
as in transition at present and the areas highlighted for improvement were the removal of any attitudinal or barriers that 
remain in teaching and learning as well as promoting and valuing disability awareness training (Centre for Disability 
Studies and School of Sociology and Social Policy, University of Leeds, �009. 
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Problems of dyslexic students in HE and in particular Welsh Students

Academic learning is often considered to be inseparable from reading and writing (Mateos et al, �007).  In reading 
text, comprehension is related to word decoding accuracy (related to spelling accuracy), and phonemic awareness 
and fluency, (Jackson, �00�) which has implications for dyslexic students in HE.  This is because they will require 
more time reading for their research before starting a written assignment, and more time at the writing stage than their 
non-dyslexic peers. 

It is important to note that the difficulties adults with dyslexia experience increase when they are “in situations 
that place great emphasis on written language skills” (Gauntlett, �990, cited in Gilroy, �00�). University is such an 
environment and as stress exacerbates dyslexic difficulties, may “result in a student with mild dyslexia exhibiting the 
symptoms of severe dyslexia.” (Pavey et al, �0�0).  

Students on degree courses are mainly assessed through written work.  Planning and structuring a written 
assignment can be difficult because students with dyslexia find it hard to put their thoughts into logical, sequential 
sentences and they can take �0 or �0 times longer than their peers to produce a piece of coursework which may still 
not be a true reflection of their ability, (Smith-Spark et al, �00�).  Dyslexic individuals may have difficulties with any or 
all of the following: poor spelling, symbol confusion, omission of words, and difficulty in proofreading.   These make 
for obvious difficulty in academic writing, especially as critical thinking, use of language, structuring and argument are 
core skills for academic writing, (Elander et al, �006).  

It may be that dyslexic students tend to select courses that demand less writing, for example creative art/design 
or practical-based mathematics courses such as engineering, biological or physical sciences.  Often students with 
dyslexia excel in presentations where they can talk about their knowledge but they may have difficulty reading their 
own slides, mispronounce words and make spoonerisms which can result in being an object of fun (Coogan, �000).  
Dyslexic students are more likely to be awarded a lower class degree (lower second or third) and are more likely to 
withdraw after their first year of study (Richardson and Wydell, �00� in Mortimore and Crozier, �006).  

In addition, some students with dyslexia may also have Meare-Irlen Syndrome (MIS) where the text appears to 
undergo visual distortions such as the letters and words appearing to move on the page; text can form dark patterns 
on a white background for example, similar to rivulets down the page, or there may just be too much ‘glare’ from the 
white page, (Wilkins, �00�, pp8�, 8�).  A student with severe MIS who reads for more than twenty minutes usually 
develops itchy and sore eyes, and severe headaches or migraines.  Although the cause of this condition has not yet 
been established, it can be helped by the use of a coloured overlay or coloured lenses, (Evans, �00�, p��).

As more distance learning courses are being developed in HE and with the increasing use of IT in learning, this 
may benefit the internet generation and dyslexic students in particular as the use of text to speech and vice versa 
plus mind mapping packages may prove useful to combat any difficulties.  A technology-based learning environment 
demands a different cognitive learning style which consists of, among others, grapho-motor skills for keyboard, 
speed of processing, cognitive flexibility and fluency in visual processing.  At present, if dyslexic students are mature 
they may not have had much experience with IT although this problem will, in all probability, decrease as all primary 
and secondary schools have IT as part of their curriculum.  Distance learning for students with dyslexia requires 
information in alternative formats (especially if they have other disabilities), contact with staff on site and possibly pre-
course training (Banerjee and Brinckerhoff, �00�).  Contact with staff is important particularly if a student is assessed 
as having dyslexia whilst at university, because coming to terms with dyslexia can be traumatic and affect the person’s 
view of themselves and their relationship to society.  In such cases supportive counselling is essential for the student 
to integrate this aspect of their lives, for example, one student assessed as having dyslexia at university made the 
comment, ”At university you are supposed to be intelligent!”  Although he knew intellectually that dyslexia is not related 
to intelligence this is not how he felt (Meehan, �008).

In particular Welsh students with dyslexia may be slower reading English than Welsh if they have to translate words 
from the Welsh into English to understand what is written. Strategies to improve reading skills and manage the 
necessary reading for their course can help to make study more efficient.  Composition in English may be slower 
if students usually think in Welsh and then have to translate into English when writing an assignment or taking an 
examination.  Similarly, copying from a board (mainly science students) or note-taking can prove more difficult as 
there may be an element of translation involved or perhaps more thought devoted to how a word in English should be 
spelled.  

When first language Welsh students are writing in English there can be an over reliance on phonetic spelling and 
an over use of the definite article, for example, ‘we went to the town’ and suffixes tend to be omitted, for example, 
the ‘-ly’ part of the word . Welsh syntax is different from English so a literal translation from the Welsh might be 
rendered, ‘Margaret I am’ instead of ‘I am Margaret’ and in Welsh the adjective comes after the noun, for example, a 
high mountain = mynydd uchel which can lead to mistakes in written English.  There may be difficulty in translating 
technical words from Welsh to English, for example, ‘onglydd’ for ‘protractor’.  A Welsh dyslexic student may need 

more specific help in developing proofreading skills.

In summary, bilingual students may need more time to read, write and proof read their work.  Note-taking and 
copying from the board may be more difficult and they may fall behind in their coursework and find they have 
incomplete notes when they start to revise for examinations.  They may be slower in writing answers during 
examinations in both written English and in calculations if they translate from Welsh into English and then write their 
answer.  

The dyslexia-friendly university

If universities are to be dyslexia friendly, they can support students with dyslexia by embedding inclusive learning 
and equal opportunities for disabled students in policies and strategic management plans.  Also by making sure that 
the University website is accessible to disabled students and that documents are available in alternative formats and 
in Welsh for Welsh students.  

Academic staff can support students with dyslexia by attending training on dyslexia and becoming more aware of 
how this disability can impact on students.  In particular staff should note that each student will experience dyslexia 
in a different way.  Multisensory teaching is a good way to present material for students with dyslexia who often 
learn more easily when information is presented visually.  Indeed all students benefit when multisensory teaching is 
used and presenting material in different ways allows students to benefit from reinforcement of the knowledge being 
imparted (Reid, �00�).  There are several ways that lectures can be made more accessible to dyslexic students, 
for example: provision of handouts on off-white paper or electronic notes before the lecture allows students to 
simply annotate the handouts, because listening and writing at the same time can be difficult and time consuming 
for a dyslexic student; allowing students to record lectures if this has been recommended for the student in their 
Assessment of Need; use of diagrams and flow charts wherever possible; and writing technical terms on the board, 
can help dyslexic students to take notes in lectures.  Alternative assessment should be provided so that module marks 
are not given for examinations only but for other types of assessment, because writing under pressure is particularly 
difficult for dyslexic students.  Using marking guidelines that do not penalise spelling, punctuation or grammar (unless 
this is what is being assessed) is also good practise. 

Welsh dyslexic students may experience some or all of the above difficulties but in addition may take more time in 
producing written work if they have to translate from Welsh to English particularly in examinations.  How much this 
disadvantages Welsh dyslexic students in relation to non-dyslexic peers or bilingual students has not been researched 
but is an interesting question.

Support Available for Welsh students in HE

As already stated, all universities in Wales have a disability officer/team responsible for the support of those students 
diagnosed as dyslexic, which is funded through the Disabled Students Allowance (DSA).  Student Support Services 
may help the student to apply for DSA and will inform the department of any reasonable adjustments that have been 
recommended.  If Specialist Study Skills have been recommended then the tutor works with students via multisensory 
teaching to develop strategies so that they can become independent learners.  Most study skills tuition is provided 
on a one-to-one basis but some universities offer small group workshops on certain skills, for example, essay writing, 
effective reading and examination techniques.  Unfortunately, not all Welsh HEIs have Welsh speaking Specialist 
Tutors and this will disadvantage dyslexic students studying Welsh modules.  However, until more Welsh speakers 
take up training to become Specialist Tutors there will remain a gap in the service offered to students. 

Assistive software is usually recommended as part of an Assessment of Needs but there is limited software 
available in the Welsh language.   Cysgair and Cysill are Welsh spellcheckers and Canolfan Bedwyr, Bangor University 
has developed a dictionary (with a sound recording of the word), spell checker, mutation checker and guides to 
grammar.   Dolphin software has a Welsh Language speech to text version but this is expensive.  

The Welsh Dyslexia Project in union with the Language Technologies Unit (LTU) at Canolfan Bedwyr, Bangor 
University and Manchester University, produced EdWord: a free, talking word processor.  A new Welsh language voice 
for text-to-speech, Geraint, will be out in Beta in Spring of �0��.

Microsoft Office Word has a free Welsh download and Welsh letters can be assigned via Microsoft Word, Open 
Office or by using special programs. EdGair, a Welsh talking word-processor, is now freely available from the Welsh 
Dyslexia Project (Dyslexia Wales).  Translation is available from Google translate and a Handheld English/Welsh 
dictionary for the Palm OS- is available, but both Welsh-English and English-Welsh need to be bought.  The concept 
map Mindful by Claro will provide menus in Welsh and also allows customisation of the menus (Smythe, �0�0). 
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Most universities offer study skills advice on their website with appropriate links to other study skills websites.  A 
European funded TEMPUS project for the Identification and Support in Higher Education for Dyslexic Students 
(ISHEDS) co-ordinated by Professor Angela Fawcett, Swansea University, Wales and involving partners in Bosnia-
Herzegovina, Croatia, Hungary, Serbia and Slovenia and Dr Ian Smythe (UK) has been working since January �009 
to address inequalities of provision for university students in Central Europe and the Western Balkan Higher Education 
systems.  The project aims to make an impact on policy and legislation as well as provide training to staff via an 
e-learning book and a self support e-learning book on study skills for dyslexic students. These online e-learning 
materials which are available at all times and which people can study sequentially or simply dip into when necessary, 
are a great help to staff and students and have received positive feedback.

Conclusion

At present HEIs in Wales are moving towards a more inclusive approach to disabled students.  Consultation with 
students is on the increase and this will raise awareness of students’ issues and should help to develop best practice 
and equality of opportunity in universities.  

The WAG’s policy is to promote the use of Welsh in public life and in education.  Universities have responded to this 
by increasing the variety of modules available through the medium of Welsh.  Welsh dyslexic students have more of an 
opportunity to learn in their own language at third level although there is a need for diagnostic tests for dyslexia and 
Specialist Tuition to be provided in Welsh.  Welsh has an easier orthography than English but a more difficult grammar.  
Therefore, the provision of Welsh is not necessarily advantageous to dyslexic students.  

As many Welsh universities and colleges are on the brink of merger and will, no doubt in the present economic 
climate, experience budget cuts, it is to be hoped that students with dyslexia will continue to be supported in their 
studies and that HEIs will continue the drive to inclusion for all disabled students.  
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Dyslexia Support in Higher Education in the Arab World

Dr. Gad Elbeheri  and John Everatt

Education in the Arab world

Education is a fundamental aspect of life in the ��st century and literacy acquisition is one of the main elements of 
modern education. In their report on dyslexia, a Working Party of the Division of Educational and Child Psychology of 
the British Psychological Society stated that “Education is a basic human need and a prerequisite for the achievement 
of development” and “entitlement to literacy is considered a basic human right and so reflects the central role of 
reading and writing in all societies” (�999: page �6). The importance of learning to read specifically and of literacy and 
education generally, is recognized by almost all countries of the world and appropriate literacy development for all 
has become “a global concern as countries attempt to reduce their level of illiteracy” (Firman, �000: page �7). Such 
concerns have prompted the UN to call the current decade we live in the Decade of Literacy. An appreciation of the 
importance of literacy has led to a number of measures/programmes being adopted by various countries, such as 
the Reading For All Programme in Egypt, the Pan-Africa Reading For All Programme adopted by the International 
Development in Africa Committee, the Education For All Programme adopted by UNESCO Educational regional 
headquarters in Lebanon, the Reading for All and No Child Left Behind initiatives in the United States and Every Child 
Matters in the UK. Such worldwide concern has led to the recent adoption of the UN Convention on the Rights of 
Persons with Disabilities, which includes statements that cover those with disabilities related to literacy acquisition 
(currently there are ��6 signatories to the Convention and 88 ratifications: see www.un.org/disabilities - accessed 
August �nd �0�0). Many Arab countries are included in those developing, or participating in, initiatives to reduce 
poor literacy levels. However, despite the percentage of Arabic speaking illiterates decreasing from 60% in the �970s 
to �0% today, still more than 67 million Arabs entered the twenty-first century without being able to read or write�. If 
current efforts continue, �8% of the region’s population will still be illiterate in �0���

Over the past forty years, countries in the region have allocated an average of � percent of GDP and �0 percent of 
government expenditures to education—more than other developing countries with similar per capita incomes. As 
a result, the region was able to improve equal access to education, and to reduce illiteracy rates. This is seen as a 
remarkable achievement, given that the region had some of the lowest educational indicators in the world in the �960. 
However, in many Arab countries, the limited capacity of Higher Education (HE) institutions is associated with limited 
government spending. This situation is exacerbated by the growing youth population, which is estimated to be one 
of the largest in the world. This youth population, which is expected to continue to grow, creates a greater demand 
on HE. Despite the significant increase in the number of universities, the effectiveness of the Arab higher education 
system is still limited for several reasons. Among these reasons are the relatively low HE participation rate, high tuition 
fees in private universities, the movement of Arabic-speaking academics to institutions outside of the region, outdated 
university libraries, inappropriate admission systems and students assessment methods, low levels of expenditure 
on research and the dissemination of research reflected in the limited number of published research in international 
journals, as well as the decline in staff preparedness and educational materials. As evidence of the problems with/
low standing of universities and research centers in the region, no Arab University appeared in the top �00 in the 
Academic Ranking of World Universities compiled by Shanghai Jiao Tong University in �008; and Cairo University was 
the only Arab country university previously listed.

Despite the problems faced in the region, the Twenty-Fourth Report of the Investment Climate in Arab Countries 
(�008) has, for the first time, devoted a section on the development of HE, acknowledging the emerging importance of 
education for the Arab World. The report reveals the increase in the number of universities in Arab countries from ��� 
in �00� to �8� in �008, including ��� private universities (over four times the figure for �99�). The report infers that the 
combined enrollment in private higher education institutions is likely to match that in public universities. This inference 
is based on a policy adopted by most Arab countries to limit the growth in the number of students admitted to public 
universities, and establish or expand the private sector, thereby increasing access to HE while limiting costs to public 
spending. According to the report, Tunisia has experienced the highest increase in the number of universities: a 
doubling from �� to �� universities, including �� private universities. The report also indicates that Kuwait is reported 
to have the highest percentage of expenditure on higher education of the total public expenditure on education (��.6 
percent), followed by the UAE (�7.6 percent) and Tunisia (�� percent). Such figures support the view that there is 
an increase in awareness of the need for education, including HE. Additionally, the increases in private institutions 
operating in the region will lead to pressure to embrace international perspectives and standards, including those 
related to special groups/needs. These factors argue for the need for increased awareness about, and improved 
provisions for, groups such as HE students with dyslexia.

1  UNESO Institute for Statistics – UIS/FS/05/06
2  UNESO Institute for Statistics Fact Sheet, September 2005, No 06
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Dyslexia and its consequences

It is well understood that there is no development without literacy and that high illiteracy rates hinder economic and 
social development. Dyslexia (which has been included in definitions of learning disabilities, LD, or has been referred 
to as a specific learning disability/difficulty) can be a major obstacle to the acquisition of adequate literacy level (as 
well as certain areas of mathematical ability). However, many challenges associated with these literacy learning 
difficulties can be overcome or reduced by appropriate support. Without identification and appropriate support, 
the difficulties associated with dyslexia can lead to problems with academic endeavours, which can lead to low 
qualifications, and poor employment opportunities (Boles & Brown, �00�; Miles, �99�; Vogel & Adelman, �000). This 
can lead also to negative emotional or psycho-social consequences. For example, Maughan (�99�) cites evidence 
that students with reading problems are more likely to suffer psychiatric disorders after middle childhood than their 
peers, and Huntington & Bender (�99�) cite evidence that adolescents with learning disabilities demonstrate more 
frequent and more serious bouts of depression and higher rates of suicide than adolescents without such disabilities. 
Moreover, those with education-related difficulties also present increased evidence of attentional and behavioural 
problems (Hinshaw, �99�; Duane, �99�) and negative emotion/behaviour-related responses to failure to acquire 
literacy skills can also lead to greater problems for intervention procedures (see discussions in: Miles, �00�; Murray, 
�978). Similar negative behavioural consequences can be found in the Arab world: for example, Elbeheri, Everatt & Al-
Malki (�009) found a higher percentage of students with characteristics of dyslexia among young offending institutions 
in Kuwait than expected from the general population, and a recent study by Everatt, Al-Azmi, Al-Sharhan & Elbeheri 
(submitted) identified relationships between negative affect and low academic performance, particularly in literacy, 
amongst Arab school children. On the other hand, there is anecdotal evidence of pioneers and entrepreneurs with 
a history of dyslexia who managed, despite their school challenges, to succeed in many different types of work and 
academic life (for example, Carol Grieder, a dyslexic, won the Nobel Prize for Physiology (Medicine) in October �009; 
see also West, �997).

Dyslexia also has consequences that need to be taken into account within HE contexts. In the last �0 to �0 years, 
there has been an observed increase in the number of students with disability generally, and dyslexia in particular, 
who are now attending HE institutions worldwide (e.g., Jamieson & Morgan, �008; Reid & Kirk, �00�; Wolanin & 
Steele, �00�). Moreover, legislation in many countries has provided a legal framework to ensure that students with 
disability are granted equal access to all aspects of education (Universities UK, �00�). Dyslexia represents the 
largest group of disabilities in higher education and statistics demonstrate yearly increases in students graduating 
with dyslexia (see Jamieson & Morgan, �008; Reid & Kirk, �00�; Wolanin & Steele, �00�). However, a worrying 
concern is that a large proportion of students (maybe as many as two-thirds to half) who are ultimately diagnosed 
with LD in HE were undiagnosed prior to starting college/university, and it may be the case that students graduate 
without having their disability recognised (see Rosebraugh, �000, for evidence related to medical school students). 
The large numbers of students with dyslexia who are unaware of their disorder most likely learn to compensate 
effectively for their weaknesses during school and may become aware of problems only when these compensatory 
strategies fail to cope with the demands of a particular HE programme. In general, these students struggle with their 
academic abilities, receive poor test scores/grades and, as a result, develop lower perceptions of intellectual abilities 
than students without learning difficulties (Murray, Goldstein, Nourse & Edgar, �000; Richardson & Wydell, �00�; 
Saracoglu, Minden & Wilchesky, �989). Students with dyslexia are found to be more likely to withdraw during their first 
year of study, are less likely to complete their programmes of study and tend to gain a poorer class of qualification/
certification than non-dyslexic students (Richardson & Wydell, �00�). Ultimately, this will hamper professional practice, 
employment and career progression (Morris & Turnbull, �007; Reid & Kirk, �00�). Just as in compulsory education, 
these negative consequences can be overcome by appropriate educational support, which has been found to be 
associated with dyslexic students progressing satisfactorily and attaining qualification at levels equivalent to their non-
dyslexic peers (Reid & Kirk, �00�; Richardson & Wydell, �00�). The latter situation would seem to be more desirable to 
most institutions/societies. Despite this, it is probably true to say that this is not the typical situation in most countries 
in the Arab world. The following sections aim to discuss why this may be the case and indicate some of the potential 
ways forward.

Research and practice related to dyslexia in Arabic

Although scant compared to English-language work, research investigating the incidence and characteristics 
of dyslexia among Arabic speaking populations shows consistent conclusions to those derived from the English 
data (see discussions in: Elbeheri, Everatt, Mahfoudhi & Abu Al-Diyar, �009; Mahfoudhi, Elbeheri & Everatt, �009). 
These findings suggest that models of English literacy difficulties may, at least partially, be applicable to Arabic and, 
thereby, offer ways of explaining Arabic literacy learning problems, as well as potential measures for identifying, and 
procedures for supporting, those with dyslexia-based reading and writing problems. For example, measures derived 
for English language assessments may be appropriate following translation, modification and standardization for use 
in an Arabic-speaking context. However, research needs to be on-going to ensure that these tools are appropriate 
for the context within which they are to be used. Many of those used currently in the Arab world are relatively simple 
translations and re-standardizations of those used in English-language contexts. Often the important element of 
modification for the language or cultural context is missing from the process of development of tools and, even when 

a tool has been well translated, rarely is there research determining its efficacy (see discussions in Smythe & Everatt, 
�00� – see also Taibah, Elbeheri, Abu Al-Diyar, Everatt, Mahfoudhi & Haynes, �0�0, for an example of a battery of 
phonological processing tests developed specifically for an Arabic speaking/cultural context).

Learning disabilities/difficulties are well-documented fields of study and research in the Arab World (Al-Molla, �987; 
Elbeheri, �00�; Morsi & Abu Elazayem, �98�; Othman, �990; Shehata, �98�), and there are various active and diverse 
academic programmes on offer in Bahrain, Egypt, Jordan, Saudi Arabia and other Arab countries. However, the 
academic output of such programmes has not advanced to the levels of its counterparts in European and American 
institutions. Debates concerning the definitional issues, and hence ways of identifying LD, seem to be reoccurring 
themes in Arabic literature on dyslexia and related educational difficulties. These debates could be said to lack critical 
depth or offer of an alternative solution to the status quo when compared to European/North American publications. It 
is perhaps ironic that although much of the academic work in the Arab World focused on learning difficulties has been 
geared towards discussing and developing assessment tools, both the quality and quantity of such assessment tools 
typically has been of lower quality and quantity compared work conducted in English-language dominant countries. 
This is, perhaps, one reason why there is still lack of awareness of, and support for, students with dyslexia in HE; i.e., 
there are no assessment tools to identify them. This lack of awareness of the problem, naturally, leads to a lack of 
procedures to accommodate student with such specific learning difficulties.

Despite the growing awareness of issues related to dyslexia and literacy learning difficulties across much of the 
Arab world, it is rare for legislation to consider dyslexia differently from any other disability. For educational purposes, 
dyslexia may be considered alongside physical handicaps, perceptual impairments (e.g., deafness or blindness), 
aphasia, autism, or severe learning disabilities. Where legislation does recognize more specific disabilities, such as 
dyslexia, it often contrasts this against alternative special needs in terms of intelligence quotients: e.g., a child may 
have to reach a certain IQ threshold to be considered dyslexic and would be considered to have a severe/general 
learning disability if they do not reach that threshold – and the type of support provided might vary greatly dependent 
on this arbitrary cut-off. As an example of the lack of clear government guidance based on legislation, as far as we are 
aware, there is not a single article in the relevant Laws of Arab countries concerning dyslexia and, therefore, it is hardly 
surprising to find that there is no curriculum provision for dyslexia in mainstream schooling in those Arab countries. 
Syria is just starting to recognize conditions such as dyslexia, whereas across the border in Jordan and in Arabic 
speaking communities further south in Israel there has been some good work attempting to support children with 
dyslexia and conduct research aimed at determining the manifestation of dyslexia in Arabic.

A further positive step for dyslexia awareness and support has been the establishment of a number of dedicated 
dyslexia associations around the Arab World. There are currently national dyslexia associations in Kuwait (started 
in �000), Egypt (started in �00�), Yemen (started in �008) and Jordan (started in �009). Moreover, individuals with 
dyslexia are being served, along with their counterparts suffering from other forms of related learning disabilities, in 
several countries around the Arab World. Good examples are the Centre for Child Evaluation & Teaching in Kuwait, 
the Princess Sarvath College in Jordan, the Egyptian Learning Disabilities Association, the Maharat Centre in Saudi 
Arabia, and the Learning Resources Centre in Egypt. The majority of such centres are non-profit organizations, 
although others are semi-governmental or private enterprises. These organizations have been active in raising 
awareness of dyslexia in their respective settings and some impressive projects have been undertaken. However, they 
tend to concentrate on young children and adult university students are left with no appropriate support mechanisms 
from such organizations. This has been partly driven by the desire to intervene early, which is seen as a good long 
term policy, or because of a lack of appropriate tests to identify adults. Therefore, much attention has been given to 
develop programmes and policies to meet the needs of students with dyslexia in primary and secondary schools (see 
discussions in Elbeheri, �007), ignoring the needs of adult students with dyslexia. 

Dyslexia in HE in the Arab world

The wealth of the Gulf area, together with the increase in the number of Western expatriates living in the region 
and the accompanying increase in and trust of American and English schools, have brought about an increased 
awareness of learning problems, including dyslexia, in some parts of the Arab world. This has led to an increase in 
the number of special educational needs units, special schools, and learning disability centres across the region 
(see previous section). Similarly, international universities and HE institutions can be easily identified in various Arab 
countries. Qatar has founded the state-sponsored “Education City” where leading American universities run, for 
example, medical and design schools. The UAE established the “Knowledge Village” in Dubai, where branches of 
Australian, Indian, Russian, Canadian and British universities are offering many programs on a commercial basis. The 
renowned French Sorbonne University has recently signed an agreement with the government of Abu Dhabi to open 
its first campus outside France. Across in North Africa, Egypt has seen, recently, huge local private investments in 
higher education with international cooperation from Germany, France and the UK. As in schools, the establishment of 
such well known universities in the Arab World is leading to a growing realization that there needs to be in place some 
form of a system to accommodate students with special needs, such as dyslexia. However, it is rare to find universities 
in the region that have such a working system in place. 
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Typically, there are only two types of special services provided in Arab HE institutions: (i) psychological/counseling 
services for university students who are having psychological problems due to transition issues or due to other mal 
adaptive behavior and/or adjustment related issues; and (ii) academic advisors/helpers who assist university students 
with learning specially during their foundational years at university when they suffer transition effects the most. 
Additionally, even if a policy of assessing for dyslexia is in place (in an international university, for example), many 
practitioners rely on English-language tests that have been standardized on English or American adult populations – 
and the same practice can be found in Arab universities where English might be a medium of instruction. The hope is 
that the Arab student will have attained a level of proficiency in English advanced enough to justify using English tests. 
Having English language tests with English or American norms is better than having no tests at all. The alternative, 
normally, is to resort to Arabized versions of English tests. The Stanford Binet, the Wechsler intelligence scales, the 
Test of Non-verbal Intelligence (TONI), and Raven’s Progressive Matrix are but few examples of general abilities 
tests that have been translated and standardized into Arabic, at least in some Arab countries. Generally, however, 
Arabic standardized tests are rarely used, either because they are few in number or because those administering the 
assessment process do not speak Arabic and, therefore, cannot use them. Generally, there is a tendency in parts 
of the region to trust the credentials of a Western (typically English speaking) assessor more than an Arab assessor. 
Additionally, in many international universities where there is a support service for students such as those with dyslexia 
it is highly likely to be staffed by individuals brought in from the West (typically English-speaking countries) rather than 
local Arabic speakers, mainly due to the lack of qualified practitioners in the region. However, even when an assessor 
can use an Arabic language version, research is necessary to ensure that the test is appropriate for the context of 
testing and that norms are representative of all populations in which the test is used (see discussions in Elbeheri, 
Everatt, Reid, & Al Mannai, �006). There are some tests available that have been specifically developed for testing 
in Arabic and these can be utilized when trying to assess either the current cognitive abilities of the Arabic speaker 
or their educational attainment (see Elbeheri & Everatt, �007). However, currently, there are no specific pan-Arabic 
methods of identification, assessment, or diagnosis for dyslexia available to either educational psychologists or 
special educational practitioners. 

An additional complexity in the Arab world is that the inclusion of dyslexia, and other related forms of learning 
disabilities, in the Persons with Disabilities Acts around the Arab World has created a social stigma around dyslexia 
and other forms of specific learning disabilities, due to the terminology used and the poor level of awareness about 
the condition. The focus on the term disability, or its Arabic equivalent, which is often necessary to access even limited 
additional resources, only adds to the negative perspectives held by many students and parents of young adults 
– a recent personal example was the parent of a young lady with dyslexia commenting that he did not want anyone 
knowing that his daughter had dyslexia since she would not be able to find a husband if it became known that she 
was disabled. Therefore, more often than not, university students with dyslexia feel uncomfortable about coming 
forward and discussing their challenges with the student support services offices in their respective universities. 
This increases the likelihood of poor test scores or grade being confirmed as due to a lack of ability in the discipline 
studied rather than to dyslexia-related difficulties. Clearly, awareness is vital here, but there is a need also to consider 
disclosure and privacy within the social/cultural context in which the issues are being discussed – and a specifically 
Western focus on these may not be useful.

Even if identification has occurred at some stage, rarely are admission and programme procedures equipped to 
include university students with dyslexia and other related specific learning disabilities. For example, HE assignments/
examinations are mostly written and may have a focus on rote-learning details – the latter potentially related to the 
emphasis on a primarily instructional approach underlying much of education in the Arab world. Despite the growth in 
the availability of equipment that can provide ICT-based educational tools to many countries in the Arab world, there 
is little use of these to support learning and study skills that may benefit those with special learning needs. The use 
of audio/video tools, or other typically acceptable accommodation criteria and facilities generally expected now from 
similar Western universities, is rare within an HE institution in an Arab country. Hence, although such facilities provide 
great potential for supporting the identification and learning of special groups within HE, they are more typically used 
to further emphasise the instructional approach – though there are indications of change here. 

The way ahead

The way forward in the Arab world is no different from that which has gone before in other parts of the world and 
which is still necessary in many: i.e., raise awareness, develop appropriate assessment tools, identify effective 
support procedures and apply good policy. Given this, learning from each other is a real possibility. However, it is 
probably true to say that in the Arab world efforts to increase awareness about dyslexia (and other learning difficulties) 
are vital. This needs to be done through formal education, government policy, advocacy groups, and professional 
organizations. The negative stigma associated with something referred to as a disability requires particular awareness/
advocacy work (or government policy needs to allow resources to be allocated to conditions that are not referred to 
as a disability – potentially a less likely outcome). Appropriate methods of assessing and teaching the monolingual 
Arabic dyslexic need to be developed. Some attempt at developing specific dyslexia-friendly education tools and 
procedures, such as multisensory approaches to teaching, are being undertaken across the Arab world (Mahfoudhi 
et al, �0�0) but there is room for work here (see also Hazoury, Oweini & Bahous, �009). There are also strategies to 

develop tools designed specifically for Arabic dyslexia assessment procedures, which in the main focus on literacy 
and phonological processing (see Taibah et al, �0�0), but also take account of the features of the Arabic language 
and its orthography – again further research is vital, but there are positive signs that this will occur (Gilgil, �99�; Abu 
Rabia �997a & �997b). Also, there is an increase in pan-Arabic work being undertaken, with groups from one country 
supporting and benefiting from the efforts of another. However, governments across the region will need to consider 
adopting new laws and policies to support individuals with specific learning difficulties such as dyslexia, and there 
is clearly a need for more funding in the field of dyslexia research that informs practice. Academic and support staff 
must be able to implement reasonable adjustments to ensure that no student is denied the opportunity to enjoy all 
the benefits of HE. Strong legislative, policy, and funding framework in HE institutes in many developed countries 
increase the proportion of university students declaring a disability at all levels of study. Professional awareness about 
dyslexia is much lower in the Arab HE institutions than in Western counterparts, and HE-level legislations/regulations 
are inadequate in most cases to deal with students with special needs. This may require a consideration of the aims of 
HE (perhaps all of education) and detailed learning outcomes from programmes that are open and justifiable. Overall, 
then, there is much work still to be done, but there is a momentum that is encouraging to experience and which, if 
continued, should provide great advances in the provisions available for the Arabic speaking dyslexic.
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Bosnia and Herzegovina

Mirela Duranovic, Ian Smythe, Nevzeta Salihovic

About Bosnia and Herzegovina and Bosnian language

This article considers legislation, identification and support for dyslexic students in higher education from the 
perspective of Bosnia and Herzegovina, a country situated in the South Eastern Europe, with Sarajevo is its capital. 
It is bound by Croatia on the west and north, Serbia on the northeast, and Montenegro on the southeast. A narrow, 
undeveloped outlet to the Adriatic along the Neretva River in the southwest is its only direct outlet to the sea. It was 
one of the six federal units constituting the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Columbia Encyclopedia, �008).

Bosnian is a South Slavic language native to the Bosniak people and all other citizens of Bosnia and Herzegovina 
who consider it to be their mother tongue. The language is notably spoken in the areas of Bosnia and Herzegevina, 
the Bosniak-dominated region of Sandžak (in Serbia) and elsewhere. It is one of the standard versions of the Central-
South Slavic dia system which covers the region that was once known as Serbo-Croat  from the �9th century until the 
early �990s. The standard Serbian, Croatian, and Bosnian languages are all mutually intelligible. The name Bosnian 
language is the commonly accepted name among Bosniak linguists, and the name used by the ISO-6�9 standard. 
The basic principle of writing in the Bosnian language is phonemic - alphabetical principle, which simply means that 
you write what you hear. According to this principle each phoneme in a spoken word is written by a defined sign 
(grapheme) which is always represented by the same letter. The Bosnian vowel system is simple, with only five vowels. 
All vowels are monophthong. It should also be mentioned that letter “R” stands as both a consonant and a vowel. It 
is considered a vowel when surrounded by two other consonants. The consonant system is more complicated, and 
its characteristic features are series of affricate and palatal consonants. As in English and most other Indo-European 
languages west of India, voicedness is phonemic, but aspiration is not. In consonant clusters all consonants are either 
voiced or voiceless. All the consonants are voiced (if the last consonant is normally voiced) or voiceless (if the last 
consonant is normally voiceless). This rule does not apply to approximants — a consonant cluster may contain voiced 
approximants and voiceless consonants; as well as to foreign words, personal names and when consonants are not 
inside of one syllable (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bosnian_language). In Bosnian language it is in used two scripts: 
Latin and Cyrillic which are phonetic script. Every voice has its own sign. In Bosnian language Latin is more in use but 
it is important knowing Cyrillic too, because part of Bosnian linguistic is written in Cyrillic (Halilovic, �99�).

Universities and qualifications in Bosnia and Herzegovina

As a member country of the Bologna Process, Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) is presently undergoing far reaching 
reforms to join the European Area of Higher Education by �0�0.

At the same time the state of BiH has a complex administrative set up dividing legislative and administrative 
authority for education regionally as well as among various governing levels. �� legislative bodies are designated for 
carrying out the relevant legislation.

Therefore the higher education system may vary from one part of the country to the other. There are 8 public 
universities and �� private higher education institutions in Bosnia and Herzegovina. All institutions are licensed by the 
ministry of education in charge for the region in which the higher education institution is situated. 

Study programmes, degrees and qualifications in BiH are currently in transition towards a full scale three cycle 
system. The progress of reform varies from region to region and institution to institution.

According to the traditional system

 - Four years of full time studies lead to a diploma degree. 
 - Subsequent two years of study lead to a magistar nauka degree. 
 - Doctoral studies lead to the degree of doktor nauka.

The degree of Doktor nauka (the equivalent to a PhD) is awarded for after a minimum of three years of independent 
research. Candidates with a specijalist and master degree apply by submitting a research proposal to a committee, 
established by the respective university, to evaluate the proposal and decide on the application.

The doktorska disertacija (Doctoral dissertation) is required to be a result of an independent research project of a 
candidate and to contribute to progress of science in respective field. Upon successful public defence of the doctoral 
dissertation the candidate is awarded the academic degree of Doktor nauka.

The new study programs which are offered in line with the Bologna Process comprise

-  A first cycle of �80 – ��0 ECTS credits (three or four years full time study) to obtain the degree of diplomiran/a, 
which is the first degree.

-  Upon completion of this first degree, 60 – ��0 ECTS credits (one or two years of full time study) lead to the 
magistar degree, the second degree. Altogether higher education studies leading to a second degree require �00 
ECTS credits (� years), i.e. �80 + ��0 or ��0 + 60 ECTS credits (� plus � years or � plus � year.) (Faginovic, �008).

The only faculty in Bosnia and Herzegovina where students are thought about dyslexia and where researchers work 
on dyslexia is the Faculty of Education and Rehabilitation at the University of Tuzla.

Disability policies and legislation

Bosnia and Herzegovina has a complex political structure consisting of three levels of government: state, entities 
and cantons. At the state level there is no single ministry dealing specifically with education, and responsibility 
for education is thus divided between two entities: Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina (FBIH) (consisted of �0 
Cantons, each with independent authority on educational issues), and Republic of Srpska (RS). Each canton has its 
own cantonal ministry of education and educational institutes. There are also the ministries of education at the entity 
level. There is also the Education Department in Brcko District. Each of those administrative parts has its own cantonal 
Ministry of Education. 

Duranovic et al. (�0�0) collected data from Ministries of education on state, entities and cantonal level and from 6 
different universities and the results showed that no Ministry or University has legislation concerned with students with 
disabilities or with dyslexia in Higher Education. The only possibility for students with disabilities is to declare her/his 
disability.

The term dyslexia is not specifically included in the Bosnian legislation for higher education. The Laws use the 
general expression - students with special needs. In legislation of Higher Education at different universities in 
Bosnia and Herzegovina there is nothing about student with disability or dyslexia. Every university has its own law 
and protects the fundamental rights of the dyslexic students only by: “The University operates on the principle of 
prohibition of discrimination because of race, sex, language, religion,  political or other opinion, national or social 
origin, property, places  birth, social position or other characteristics.“

In the Law on Higher Education in Republic Srpska states: “Student with physical disabilities has the right to be 
assigned a mentor and to test in a manner adapted to his abilities. The University is required to provide students with 
special needs equal inclusion in the teaching-scientific process at the University.“

In the Law on Higher Education of Tuzla canton states: „establisher and higher education institution will assure 
adequate conditions for access to study, study and work for person with special needs“. But that’s all. It is without 
explanation how they will do it. 

There is a need for a more specific policy for students with dyslexia. Having a policy and definition on dyslexia will 
allow those who fall under the definition to be recognized and have access to assistance. 

At the state level in Bosnia and Herzegovina there is no single ministry dealing specifically with education, and 
responsibility for education is divided between two entities: Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina and Republic of 
Srpska. The Ministry of Civil Affairs is dealing with coordination of the higher education activities of the two entities 
at the state level. As a part of Tempus project Duranovic (�0�0) prepared document “The University Policy on 
Dyslexia” and sent it to the Ministry of Civil Affairs, but this document is still not accepted. This document consists of 
legislative background, definition of dyslexia, student support service, identification of students with dyslexia, teaching 
materials, examination provision, marking coursework and examination scripts, alternative forms of assessment, 
recommendations for support and procedures.

Research on dyslexia

Studies on the occurrence of dyslexia in higher education in Bosnia and Herzegovina have hitherto been rare. 
Dyslexia is not recognized as a specific reading difficulty and there is no effort by educational authorities to raise 
awareness of learning difficulties and special educational needs.
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In Bosnia and Herzegovina the term dyslexia is restricted to reading, while dysgraphia is used for writing. 
Unfortunately, most people do not know what either of them means. There is no official government definition of 
dyslexia. Precise data about prevalence of dyslexic students in higher education are still not available. Duranovic and 
Tinjic has tested more than � 000 students at three different universities in Bosnia and Herzegovina but data are still 
not analyzed (Nov �0�0).

At Faculty of Education and Rehabilition (Tuzla) definitions used are the International Dyslexia Association, 
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV), ICD-�0 and British Dyslexia Association.

Currently, the dyslexia field is serviced by a speech-language therapists. In Bosnia and Herzegovina there was no 
information, identification or support for dyslexic students in higher education before �009. The first effort to overcome 
this started with action organized as a part of EU Tempus  project iSheds – “Identification and Support in Higher 
Education for Dyslexic Students“.

Identification of the dyslexic students in Higher Education

There is no specific test or battery of tests for identifying dyslexia in Bosnia and Herzegovina for children or for 
adults.  There is no national standardized test for reading ability. There are several methods that are used, but 
neither of them is accepted in a wider specialist circle or officially used to identify dyslexia. Usually speech-language 
therapists give children to read single words, look hand writing, and dictation of several sentences and see at what 
level is at compared to the child’s ability his/her piers.

In Bosnia and Herzegovina there is no systematic identification of students with dyslexia. If they are recognized, it is 
by pure chance, and depends of environment where they live. Parents, students, professors at University do not know 
what dyslexia is and what are the symptoms. Undiagnosed dyslexic individuals struggle with their difficulties without 
knowing what is wrong with them. Most of them, and their relatives, feel shame because of their problems. 

Dyslexia diagnosis is usually carried out by speech-language therapists in a non-specialist hospital or by a 
researcher from the Department of Speech-Language Therapy at the University of Tuzla. However, without nationally 
recognized tests or criteria, assessment is at best problematic, and at worst not accepted by anybody, except the 
individual themselves. However, two testing protocols have recently been made available which will help not only to 
assess dyslexic individuals, but also to empower them and those that support them.

The Dyslexia Adult Screening Test (DAST) (Angela Fawcett and Rod Nicolson, �998) has recently been adapted to 
the Bosnian language, with norms in preparation. The battery of tests includes Rapid Naming , One-Minute Reading, 
Phonemic Segmentation, Two-Minute Spelling, Backwards Digit Span, Nonsense Passage Reading, Non-Verbal 
Reasoning, One-Minute Writing, Verbal Fluency  and Semantic Fluency, each of which can reveal a certain part of the 
difficulties of the dyslexic student.

Recently, as a part of EU funded iSheds project “Identification and support in higher education for dyslexic students“ 
an online self-assessment tool has been developed that provides a basic guide to strengths and weaknesses for 
anybody concerned that they may be dyslexic. This free online tool offers a screening questionnaire with respect to 
dyslexia, plus assessment in the key areas of spelling (word and non-word), working memory, sound discrimination, 
visual spatial skills. This test in Bosnian language is available on the web site: www.wdnf.info/profiler/profilerba

Support for the dyslexic student

Until recently there has been little support available to the dyslexic individual. With no formal need to provide 
support, this is not surprising. However, the iSheds project provided two types of support: a) an e-book for dyslexic 
students and b) an e-book for those supporting dyslexic students. Both of these have been an overwhelming success, 
providing for the first time advice and support that will allow students to have the opportunity to fulfil their potential 
within the university environment. (N.B. Although written for the iSheds project and therefore aimed at the university 
student, the material also could be used by those in technical and vocational colleges.) Both e-books are available 
through the iSheds website (www.isheds.eu). 

Using technology

Assistive technology is increasingly integral to the self-support of the dyslexic individual. However, until recently 
there has been little that could be used by the dyslexic individual, unless you were working in the English language. 
(Please note that a lot of the course books are in English. Thus there is a need for a working knowledge of English as 
well as a need for English text-to-speech.) Below are the main assistive technologies available to the Bosnian dyslexic 
individual.

Text-to-speech software

While those speaking English have the advantage of many forms of free software, in Bosnian there is not that option 
due to a lack of Bosnian voices. However, there are two systems available. 

 RosaSoft Wintalker Voice - Approximate cost: 300 EUR 
Source: http://www.savez-slijepih.hr/hr/pomagala/racunalna/govornejedinice/wintalker.htm

 Alfanum an Reader - Approximate cost: 370 EUR 
Source:  http://www.savez-slijepih.hr/hr/pomagala/racunalna/govornejedinice/anreader.htm

However, it due consideration should be given to the fact that while the cost of text-to-speech software in the UK is 
equivalent to half a day’s pay for a teacher, in Bosnia it is more like one week’s pay.

Concept mapping

These are used widely for planning and brainstorming ideas. A simple but effective concept mapping tool with 
almost no menus was developed in the iSheds project. It has proved to be very useful. This may be accessed through 
the iSheds website

Rulers

An onscreen ruler can be very useful for following across a line including for reading. The ruler by Dr. John Kummailil 
(http://www.portablefreeware.com/?id=���0&ts=���87��098 ; onscreenruler@gmail.com) is excellent as this simple 
ruler can be expanded to the required width, made semi-transparent, and you can change the colours. Unfortunately 
the interface for making adjustments has English words.

Coloured overlays

Some students like to use a coloured overlay that spans the entire screen. This also means it applies to all programs 
being used. Tbar, available from http://www.fxc.btinternet.co.uk/tbar.htm, is a good source since there is no text 
attached to it. However, the download websites is in English.

Word vocabularies

The WordCount software was developed to assist the development of word lists for student learning subject specific 
vocabulary. It was developed as part of the iSheds project and works in all languages including Bosnia. It is available 
at www.bf.hu/wordocunt (Password “foo”)

Drawing packages

Although not specifically for the dyslexic individual, this can be very useful, especially when you prefer to express 
yourself through the image rather than the written word. The software PicPick (http://picpick.wiziple.net/center/ ) can 
accept other languages. It also has a build in magnifier and is useful for screen grabs when programs crash.

Post it/Stickies

Desktop stickies are good to serve as reminders. Windows 7 comes with them Stickies without words. However, 
Zhorn stickies is still a favourite even though it does not have a Bosnian menu. (www.zhornsoftware.co.uk/stickies/)

Conclusions

It would be easy to be complacent, to think that in Bosnia we now have support in place. But that would be incorrect. 
It would be reasonable to suggest that in one place, the University of Tuzla, there is now a reasonable level of support. 
But there are still many issues to resolve. These include:

 How do we ensure sustainability? 
How do we ensure other universities adopt the same approach? 
What happens when trained staff leave? 
Will universities accept the suggested changes? 
Will lecturers accept dyslexia is a difficulty that should be supported?
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The work within this iSheds project opened up some unique opportunities for the provision for dyslexic individual in 
Bosnia. In two years we have moved forward a long way. But as funding runs out, we shall have to find new ways to 
ensure progress. We hope that NADP will look towards turn rhetoric into reality, and facilitating national mentoring that 
will benefit not just Bosnia, but all those involved in supporting the dyslexic individual around the world. 

About the iSheds Project

The iSheds project provides resources and support for dyslexic students in Higher Education in Central Europe and 
the Balkan region. The project developed resources in all the partner languages to help the dyslexic student have the 

opportunity to reach their full potential in their studies. These resources are available free online at www.isheds.eu. 

These online resources, available in all partner languages) include

  • Online self-assessment tool for the dyslexic student 
• E-learning for dyslexic students 
• E-learning for those who support dyslexic students 
• Free online Concept Mapping 
• Free online Reminders system

The project, funded by the EU, was a partnership between: 

  • University of Wales, Swansea, UK 
• University of Tuzla - Bosnia and Herzegovina 
• University of Zagreb, Croatia 
• Institute for Psychology of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Hungary 
• Babes-Bolyai University, Romania 
• University of Belgrade, Serbia 
• University of Ljubljana, Slovenia 
• Ibis Creative Consultants Ltd, UK
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Brief Reflections on Disability Theory, Language, Identity, Equality and 
Inclusion from a Higher Education Disability Practitioner Perspective.

Disability Theory

Disability / impairment are not interchangeable terms or automatic bedfellows. Over the past three decades 
UK Disabled People’s Movement activists /academics have  developed Social/ Post Social/Affirmative Models 
of disability  in opposition to  previously dominant Medical / Individual Models. Medicalised notions of inherently 
problematic embodiment are contested and  disability defined as  socially constructed. The favoured term’ Disabled 
people’ reflects disability as external and disability practitioners find themselves arguing this point. (e.g. Barnes 
�00�, �008, Barton �00�, Cameron �008, �0�� Corker and Shakespeare �00�, Crow �996,Edelman �00�, Goodley 
�0��,Oliver�009, Swain and French �000 ).

Social Modelists view impairment categories are irrelevant to collective oppression of disabled people (Oliver 
�009). Post Social Modelists (Shakespeare �007) affirm sensitivity to individual experience which is congruent with 
the approach of disability practitioners. Grech (�008) cautions that the Social model is not necessarily exportable to 
impoverished majority world contexts. This is relevant to international students and UK university provision within the 
majority world (Martin �0��). 

‘Affirmative’ emphasises ordinariness and rejects impairment as tragedy. (Cameron �008,�0��).  Mcruer (�00�,�006) 
suggested the term TAB (Temporarily Able Bodied) to refer to those yet to acquire impairment (often with age).

Impairment refers to in- person characteristics (eg  cerebral palsy). Structural barriers, like stairs, are obvious 
but attitudinal barriers (eg nursing is an inappropriate career for someone with dyslexia), can be subtle.  Such 
assumptions by teachers, parents, careers advisors etc can limit opportunity. (Hoong Sin and Fong �008, Murphy 
�008). Disability practitioners often challenge restrictive assumptions.

Language  and Identity  

‘Special needs’ often has negative connotations. (Valentine �00�). Practitioners often have to explain this and 
justify social model terminology. Sensitivity is required to the contention of  Barnes (�008) Richards (�008) and 
others that ‘othering’ language and attitudes can precipitate social exclusion. A Russell Group undergraduate with 
five A levels ( grade A) told me ‘I used to be a special needs child.’ He demonstrated  low self esteem and said he 
had not been particularly encouraged  towards university. Goffman (�968) refers to ‘ spoiled identity,’ possibly an 
unintended consequence of  language of special education. Widening Participation practitioners are integral  to   
appropriate encouragement  and careful monitoring of representation of minority groups so need to understand social 
construction of disability and inter relatedness of diversity strands.  

Language, culture and media can reflect unthinking disablism ( Kuppers �00�,�00�, Mallett �009 ,Martin 
�0�0,,Sandahl �008, Shakespeare �999). Haller et al (�006:6�) caution that  ‘Language has always had power to 
define cultural groups’. Peeters (�000:�88) proposes that ‘the dominant groups in society reduce minority culture to 
a discourse of the other’. Disabled people are progressively rejecting the imposed identity of ‘other’ . (Silvers �00�, 
Beardon and Edmonds �007).The othering ‘them and us binary’ is discussed by Goodley (�0��) with reference to 
Foucouldian critique. ‘Othering’ narratives of autism for example, Stevenson (�008:�0�) suggests portray people  
‘laced with strangeness.’

Disability Practitioners are mindful of  individuality  being subsumed under an homogeneous impairment label .( 
Madriaga et al �008, Martin �008). A disabled student, for example, described being approached by someone who 
said ‘my son is married to someone like you’ (referring to her dwarfism)’.
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Equality

The Equality Act (�0�0)  recognised multiple identities and the positive duty to build good relationships between 
men / women, disabled / non disabled people and ethnic groups. 

My university includes �0+% international students. Alongside the Diversity Advisor we locate disability positively 
alongside other diversity strands emphasising that  disabled students fulfil the same entry requirements  and  
often negotiate additional barriers.  The Equality Act (�0�0) requires university leaders to challenge oppression of 
marginalised groups. Appendix � illustrates the content of a conference I have organised on ‘Disability Identity’ which 
aims to promote disability equality.

Inclusion

Inclusive practice has  potentially minimises disadvantage.   ‘For inclusive practice to be seen as part of the 
institutions routine practice (rather than compensatory or additional) an embedded approach was required’ (May 
and Bridger �0�0:�6). It is impossible to know how many disabled students do not disclose. People with impairments 
covered by the Disability Discrimination Act (�99�) do not always realise their entitlements. Diabetes is often given as 
an example. Debate exists around impairment v neurological difference (Beardon and Edmonds �007).  Nightingale 
(�007) identified low  disclosure by disabled university staff partly due to fear of discrimination. Strategic planners 
need to be mindful that people who do not access disability services are disadvantaged if this is the only route into 
assistance.  Martin (�008) poses a one word reductionist definition of inclusion in the word ‘belonging’. Inclusion is 
broader than disability and barriers are not always impairment related.
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Dyslexia related resources in different language

Ian Smythe

Many people suggest that they cannot provide dyslexia support in higher and further education to non-English 
students (both in the UK and outside the UK) because there are no resources. Therefore I have compiled a list of all 
the main resources that I know of from EU funded projects. There are two types of resources - those for students and 
those for tutors, lecturers and institutions. All these resources are available free. Links to the respective websites are 
given at the end.

It you know of other resources, please let me know (ian.smythe@ukonline.co.uk)

Language Who for Resource
English (EN) Students Study skills for students (Dessdys)
  Self-assessment tool for the dyslexic student (Dyslexia Veto)
  Self-assessment tool (Embed)
  Self-help e-book (Embed)
  Self-assessment tool for the dyslexic student (iSheds)
  Free online Concept Mapping (iSheds)
  Free online Reminders system (iSheds)
 Tutors and institutions  Training material for lecturers and those supporting dyslexic students 

(Adystrain)
  Dyslexia Quality Mark (Dyslexia Veto)
  Institution-wide assessment tool (Dyslexia Veto)
  Technology needs and audit tool for individuals (Embed)
  Technology needs and audit tool for institutions (Embed)
  Technology need and audit tool for support workers (Embed)
  E-Book for those who support dyslexic students (iSheds)
  Policy reviews and checklists (iSheds)
Bosnian (BA) Students Self-assessement tool for dylexic student (iSheds)
  Self support e-book for dyslexic students (iSheds)
  Free online Concept Mapping (iSheds)
  Free online Reminders system (iSheds)
 Tutors and institutions E-book for those who support dyslexic students (iSheds)
  Policy reviews and checklists (iSheds)
Danish (DK) Tutors and institutions  Training material for lecturers and those supporting dyslexic students 

(Adystrain)
Finnish (FI) Tutors and institutions  Training material for lecturers and those supporting dyslexic students 

(Adystrain)
German (AU/DE) Tutors and institutions  Training material for lecturers and those supporting dyslexic students 

(Adystrain)
Greek (EL) Students Self help e-book (Include)
Hungarian (HU) Students Study skills book for student (Dessdys)
  Self-assessment tool for the dyslexic student (Dyslexia Veto)
  Self-assessment tool (Embed)
  Self-help e-book (Embed)
  Self-assessment tool for the dyslexic student (iSheds)
  Self-support e-book for dyslexic students (iSheds)
  Free online Concept Mapping (iSheds)
  Free online Reminders system (iSheds)
 Tutors and institutions  Training material for lecturers and those supporting dyslexic students 

(Adystrain)
  Dyslexia Quality Mark (Dyslexia Veto)
  Institution-wide assessment tool (Dyslexia Veto)
  Technology needs and audit tool for individuals (Embed)
  Technology needs and audit tool for institutions (Embed)
  Technology needs and audit tool for support workers (Embed)
  E-book for those who support dyslexic students (iSheds)
  Policy reviews and checklists (iSheds)
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‘Dyslexia in the Digital Age is a very useful book for dyslexics and others with specific learning 
disabilities, and for those who work with them. It provides many practical suggestions about 
hardware, software and presentation of information, and explains concepts in clear, non-technical 
language. No dyslexic or service provider to dyslexics should be without it.’ 
Professor Linda Siegel, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada 

‘Dyslexia in the Digital Age should prove an invaluable tool for anyone working with children and 
adults with dyslexia. It provides a wealth of information on what is available to facilitate expert 
performance. I particularly liked the author’s recommendations!’ 
Professor Angela Fawcett, Director, Centre for Child Research, Swansea University, UK 

‘This book takes a bold step into the Digital Age of Dyslexia and considers both the advantages 
that the use of new technologies will bring to support people with dyslexia and also the challenges 
they face in accessing learning resources. Contrary to the naïve view that the use of ICT is 
a solution to dyslexia, the book makes plain that this is a complex field but one that is worth 
exploring for its potential advantages. Written in a clear and accessible style, the book (and the 
accompanying web-based resources) will be an important resource for students with dyslexia and 
dyslexia specialists in all inclusive education settings.’ 
Professor Maggie Snowling, University of York, UK

Ian Smythe is an international dyslexia consultant who lectures widely on using technology to 
support dyslexic individuals. He has also developed a series of EU funded projects, including 
e-learning for teachers, pan-European assistive technology surveys, training for lecturers and 
managers, using technology for cognitive development, self-identification and support for dyslexic 
adults and language learning on mobile phones.

‘Dyslexia in the Digital Age is a very useful book for dyslexics and others with specific learning 
disabilities, and for those who work with them. It provides many practical suggestions about 
hardware, software and presentation of information, and explains concepts in clear, non-technical 
language. No dyslexic or service provider to dyslexics should be without it.’ 
Professor Linda Siegel, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada 

‘Dyslexia in the Digital Age should prove an invaluable tool for anyone working with children and 
adults with dyslexia. It provides a wealth of information on what is available to facilitate expert 
performance. I particularly liked the author’s recommendations!’ 
Professor Angela Fawcett, Director, Centre for Child Research, Swansea University, UK 

‘This book takes a bold step into the Digital Age of Dyslexia and considers both the advantages 
that the use of new technologies will bring to support people with dyslexia and also the challenges 
they face in accessing learning resources. Contrary to the naïve view that the use of ICT is 
a solution to dyslexia, the book makes plain that this is a complex field but one that is worth 
exploring for its potential advantages. Written in a clear and accessible style, the book (and the 
accompanying web-based resources) will be an important resource for students with dyslexia and 
dyslexia specialists in all inclusive education settings.’ 
Professor Maggie Snowling, University of York, UK

Ian Smythe is an international dyslexia consultant who lectures widely on using technology to 
support dyslexic individuals. He has also developed a series of EU funded projects, including 
e-learning for teachers, pan-European assistive technology surveys, training for lecturers and 
managers, using technology for cognitive development, self-identification and support for dyslexic 
adults and language learning on mobile phones.
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Ian Smythe highlights state of the art technology for 
those teachers with responsibility for supporting and

enabling dyslexic students.
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enabling dyslexic students.
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Language Who for Resource
Italian (IT) Students Study skills book for student (Dessdys)
  Self-assessment tool for the dyslexic student (Dyslexia Veto)
  Self-assessment tool (Embed)
  Self-help e-book (Embed)
 Tutors and institutions Dyslexia Quality Mark (Dyslexia Veto)
  Institution-wide assessment tool (Dyslexia Veto)
  Technology needs and audit tool for individuals (Embed)
  Technology needs and audit tool for institutions (Embed)
  Technology needs and audit tool for support workers (Embed)
Polish (PL) Students Self-assessment tool (Embed)
  Self-help e-book (Embed)
 Tutors and institutions Technology needs and audit tool for individuals (Embed)
  Technology needs and audit tool for institutions (Embed)
  Technology needs and audit tool for support workers (Embed)
Romanian (RO) Students Self-assessment tool for the dyslexic student (Dyslexia Veto)
  Self-assessment tool for the dyslexic student (iSheds)
  Self-support e-book for dyslexic students (iSheds)
  Free online Concept Mapping (iSheds)
  Free online Reminders system (iSheds)
 Tutors and institutions Dyslexia Quality Mark (Dyslexia Veto)
  Institution-wide assessment tool (Dyslexia Veto)
  E-book for those who support dyslexic students (iSheds)
  Policy reviews and checklists (iSheds)
Serbian(RS) Students Self-assessment tool for the dyslexic student (iSheds)
  Self-support e-book for dyslexic students (iSheds)
  Free online Concept Mapping (iSheds)
  Free online Reminders system (iSheds)
 Tutors and institutions E-book for those who support dyslexic students (iSheds)
  Policy reviews and checklists (iSheds)
Slovenian (SI) Students Self-assessment tool for the dyslexic student (iSheds)
  Self-support e-book for dyslexic students (iSheds)
  Free online Concept Mapping (iSheds)
  Free online Reminders system (iSheds)
 Tutors and institutions E-book for those who support dyslexic students (iSheds)
  Policy reviews and checklists (iSheds)
Spanish (ES) Students Self-assessment tool (Embed)
  Self-help e-book (Embed)
 Tutors and institutions  Training material for lecturers and those supporting dyslexic students 

(Adystrain)
  Technology needs and audit tool for individuals (Embed)
  Technology needs and audit tool for institutions (Embed)
  Technology needs and audit tool for support workers (Embed)
Turkish (TR) Students Study skills book for student (Dessdys)

Project and resource web sites

Adystrain (www.adystrain.org) 
 Training material for trainers, lecturers and employers 

Dessdys (www.dessdys.eu) 
 Study skills for dyslexic students

Dyslexia Veto (www.dyslexia-veto.eu) 
 Dyslexia Quality Mark led by BDA

Embed (www.embedyslexia.eu) 
 Self-assessment and monitoring tools (To finish �0�0)

Include (www.includedyslexia.eu) 
 Self help with a profiler and e-book

iSheds (www.isheds.eu)  
 Identification and support for HE students in Balkan
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*  Articles should be between ��00 and 6�00 words, usually around �,�00 to �.�00.  You may be asked to 
reduce the number of words even if your article is less than 6�00, if the referees feel that you could express 
yourself more succinctly. Communication on your submission will be via the NADP office

*  An abstract of no more than �00 words is required for research based articles (not for reflective pieces about 
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